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1. Background

In March 2021, with support from the NIH, the 
CfC and COBRE initiated a six-month process of 
design-led discovery organized around two inten-
sive RISD-facilitated studios. The design studio 
format brings together a diverse group of stake-
holders working across the challenge space and 
provides a platform for open, guided inquiry into 
problems for which there are no simple or totalizing 
answers. Studios are a venue for research, experi-
mentation, insight generation, and creativity — they 
accommodate the mess that comes with navigating 
uncertainty and embracing complexity as a matter 
of process.

The studios set out to create a coordinated, 
interdisciplinary effort and a structure for col-
laborative redesign and innovative solutions.  
During development of this proposal and the launch 
of the two studios, the US experienced dramatic 
changes in the overdose epidemic. 

1  G. Wayne Miller. (2021, April). “Accidental drug overdose 
deaths in RI reached record high last year.” Providence Journal. 
https://www.providencejournal.com/story/news/health-
care/2021/04/14/drug-overdose-deaths-ri-reached-record-
high-2020/7219034002/

2  Rhode Island Department of Health. (2020, June). Press 
Release. https://www.ri.gov/press/view/38665 

2020 resulted in the highest rates of accidental 
overdose deaths ever to be recorded in Rhode 
Island.1 Although COVID-19 played a major role, 
overdose mortality numbers in Rhode Island were 
already on the rise.2 On the policy front, RI Gov-
ernor Dan McKee signed Rhode Island’s historic 
harm reduction center into law — the first US state 
to do so — on July 7th, 2021. The next day, fifteen 
US States reached a deal between Purdue Pharma, 
advancing a $4.5 billion opioids settlement. The 
ground was shifting and we had an opportunity to 
shape a changing system with a view to the long 
term, human dignity, and healing.

To read the studio brief please see page 78
To read about the project grant proposal see page 60

In July 2020, the Center for Complexity 
(CfC) at Rhode Island School of Design 
(RISD) and the COBRE on Opioids  
and Overdose began a collaboration to  
create a mechanism for systems change 
in Rhode Island.

1

https://www.providencejournal.com/story/news/healthcare/2021/04/14/drug-overdose-deaths-ri-reached-record-high-2020/7219034002/
https://www.providencejournal.com/story/news/healthcare/2021/04/14/drug-overdose-deaths-ri-reached-record-high-2020/7219034002/
https://www.providencejournal.com/story/news/healthcare/2021/04/14/drug-overdose-deaths-ri-reached-record-high-2020/7219034002/
https://www.ri.gov/press/view/38665 
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Participants

The CfC and COBRE assembled a cohort of thirteen 
people working in and around the overdose chal-
lenge. We divided the group into two themed studios 
and five emergent subteams. Over the course of July 
and August 2021, the teams devoted a great deal of 
time to wrestle with the mismatch between what we 
have and what we need to address the overdose epi-
demic in Rhode Island. Facilitated by our designers 
at the CfC, with support from RISD research assis-
tants and COBRE staff, the teams collaborated on 
proposals each with different areas of focus. They 
moved back and forth between big visions and tiny, 
consequential, details. They questioned everything — 
the nature of the systems in place, the starting points 
we offered, and the problems behind the problems. 
Taken together, these proposals form a portfolio 
of ideas for designing a robust system of care in 
Rhode Island.

While the studios are now complete, none of the 
outcomes described in this report are “final.” All will 
need further development, feedback, and iteration 
with more stakeholders. Each idea will need to be 
matched with a champion, resourced and stewarded 
through a challenging context. In some cases, ideas 
will need to be further incubated, enabling them to 
evolve and improve with the primary objective of 
making positive impact through strategic improve-
ment of the system. The intention for this report is 
to be the basis for action. It is a tool to be used to 
instigate conversation, provoke discussion, advance 
questions, move ideas forward, and inform funding 
and implementation. 

Timeline

Design Studios

Pre Studio Studios Post Studios

Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 Month 7

March April May June July August September

1

2

Studio 1 

Kickoff Studio Prep 2 Studios Stewardship

S2S1

S2S1

S4 S5S3

T2T1

T2T1

T

S

Studio 2

Objectives
- current state of the system
- defining the challenges 
   and opportunity spaces 
- sketching desired futures

Full Studio Session

Team Session
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2. Framing of the Crisis and Studios

What is the future of the overdose  
crisis? How and when does it end?  
What does an “end” look like?

The current system of care in the US for people 
with substance use disorder and addiction has been 
cobbled together in response to a string of emergen-
cies, resulting in a system that is fragile, siloed and 
unable to adapt quickly as science reveals new best 
practices and as the crisis itself evolves. COVID-19 
is the latest in a series of crises that have disrupted 
the landscape of care. The consequences have been 
particularly dire for people with substance use dis-
order, cutting them off from their communities and 
support systems, disrupting treatment, and limiting 
hospital access. In the urgent need to respond to 
the latest iteration of the immediate crisis, there 
has been, yet again, little time to pause and think 
creatively or strategically.

Prior to the WHO declaration of the COVID-19 
pandemic on March 11, 2020, overdose mortality 
numbers in Rhode Island were already on the rise1 

and have continued to rise since then.2 And the 

situation continues to worsen. Opioids continue to 
flood into communities in dangerous new formats 
and concentrations.3 If success cannot be defined as 
the eradication of addiction, or the imprisonment of 
increasing numbers of people for becoming addicted, 
what might it look like?

The opioid and addiction crisis is a systemic 
challenge that requires a systemic response. It 
requires the redesign of our systems and notions 
of care. It requires an unprecedented level of stra-
tegic and collaborative action – breaking down our 
organizational and professional silos. It requires 
new ways of working together, unraveling long 
standing assumptions, and addressing the under-
lying root causes that enable the crisis to persist 
and even worsen.

1  RI.gov. (2020, October). Fatal Overdoses in Rhode Island 
Continue to Rise. Retrieved January 15, 2021, from https://www.
ri.gov/press/view/38665

2  Katz J., Goodnough A., Sanger-Katz M. (2020, July). In 
Shadow of Pandemic, U.S. Drug Overdose Deaths Resurge to 
Record. New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/interac-
tive/2020/07/15/upshot/drug-overdose-deaths.html

3  United States Department of Justice. (2021, September). 
Department of Justice Announces DEA Seizures of Historic 
Amounts of Deadly Fentanyl-Laced Fake Pills in Public Safety 
Surge to Protect U.S. Communities. https://www.justice.gov/
opa/pr/department-justice-announces-dea-seizures-histor-
ic-amounts-deadly-fentanyl-laced-fake-pills

2

https://www.ri.gov/press/view/38665
https://www.ri.gov/press/view/38665
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/07/15/upshot/drug-overdose-deaths.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/07/15/upshot/drug-overdose-deaths.html
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-announces-dea-seizures-historic-amounts-deadly-fentanyl-laced-fake-pills
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-announces-dea-seizures-historic-amounts-deadly-fentanyl-laced-fake-pills
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-announces-dea-seizures-historic-amounts-deadly-fentanyl-laced-fake-pills
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What do we want 
to become?

COVID-19This question — borrowed from Yuval Noah Harari — 
asks us to examine ourselves, our futures and our 
desires at an individual to species level and to be 
intentional in the design of our collective futures.

We define ‘discontinuity’ as a watershed moment, 
one where past experience loses its value as a guide 
to decision-making about the future. The question of 
discontinuity was crystallized in a piece Alex Steffen 
recently wrote in the context of climate change 
arguing that a smooth transition to a sustainable 
future is no longer possible. That, “the consensus 
vision of success is one in which we solve climate 
change, and the human world remains pretty much 
as it is now, especially for those in the wealthy parts 
of the world.”4 But in the face of climate disruption, 
what we are failing to realize is how valueless our 
present systems are already. We are clinging to our 
economic and business models, systems of produc-
tion and transportation, trying to improve them for 
a climate altered future because our belief in conti-
nuity is so strong. When we live, work and imagine 
in a time with clear boundaries and constraints, it is 
natural to think that thus has always been thus and 
will therefore remain thus. Our efforts for change 
will result in marginal improvements at best. But 
our belief and expectation of continuity prevents  
us from seeing that the ground has already shifted. 
The line connecting past to future has snapped. And 
entirely new realities, systems, practices, networks, 
materials and relationships will define our future. So 
will 2021 be the discontinuity for the overdose crisis? 
Or perhaps more productively for the purposes of 
our studios, can we make 2021 BE the discontinuity 
in the crisis?

The design studios were asked to consider two critical questions: 

Will 2021 be the 
discontinuity?

The conditions are there due to at least four dynamics:

The pandemic reshaped care and recovery in some 
ways for the better, but also exposed incredible frail-
ties in the system and exacted a heavy toll on people 
who use drugs. For all of its trauma and destruction, 
COVID-19 made some things that seemed impossible 
18 months ago, suddenly possible. What shall we 
carry forward from this time?

Financial  
Settlements

Legal action continues on a number of fronts against 
the purveyors of this crisis with the promise for new 
resources to flood into states. Are we ready for this 
money? Do we have the channels to deploy these 
investments at scale? Are the best ideas waiting 
around in reports for the day the check hits the trea-
sury? Are we prepared with a strategic portfolio of 
activities that will leverage this one time investment 
into permanent and transformative change? 

Policy Changes On July 7, 2021 Governor McKee signed Rhode 
Island’s historic harm reduction center law. Amazing 
work is being done on the policy front in RI. What 
more is possible now? 

Human Desire Policy is often a lagging indicator of public senti-
ment. We know that public perception of policing, 
criminalization of drugs and other activities, incar-
ceration, race and its role in all of the above have 
changed dramatically in the last few years. Is it 
finally possible that society will be able to see itself in 
those who use drugs, recognize the deep and ancient 
human desire for altered consciousness, our species’ 
propensity for addiction, and act with empathy? Can 
moral reasoning and the criminalization that follows 
now finally transform into humanistic and scientific 
reasoning to design a system of care and healing?

4  Steffan, Alex “We’re Not Ready For What’s Already 
Happened.” The Snap Forward, Substack, 18 May 2021, https://
alexsteffen.substack.com/p/were-not-yet-ready-for-whats-
already

For these 4 reasons and others, it seems to us 
that a discontinuity is possible, at least in Rhode 
Island if not nationally. So what a happy coin-
cidence that we find ourselves together at this 
moment with the knowledge that a better system 
is not only possible, but essential, and that we 
have the tools, techniques and methodologies 
to collectively design our futures.

https://alexsteffen.substack.com/p/were-not-yet-ready-for-whats-already
https://alexsteffen.substack.com/p/were-not-yet-ready-for-whats-already
https://alexsteffen.substack.com/p/were-not-yet-ready-for-whats-already
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3. Studio Team Proposals

The ideas, proposals, and interventions 
outlined in the following pages represent 
the perspectives and ambitions of the 
studio cohort.

They range from tactical interventions, to larg-
er-scale efforts, to reshaping a system. These ideas 
are not final. All will need further development, feed-
back, and iteration with more stakeholders. The 
intention of describing these ideas is to form the 
basis for action; a tool to be used to instigate conver-
sation, provoke discussion, advance questions, move 
ideas forward, inform funding, and implementation.

As Rhode Island enters into yet another phase 
of this crisis, with the potential for new resources, 
it is important that there are good ideas available, 
ready to be picked up and carried forward. 3
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BUILDING  
THE  
BELOVED  
COMMUNITY

Dr. Michael Fine 
Colleen Daley Ndoye  
(with support from Eric Beane)

In Rhode Island, about 30,000 people live with 
substance use disorder (SUD). A similar or greater 
number struggle with alcohol. So 50,000-100,000 
Rhode Islanders are struggling with one or the other. 
In Rhode Island, 100,000-200,000 people use poten-
tially addictive substances regularly. 

That’s it. That’s the bar. Do we help 30,000 
people now, or don’t we? Do we help 100,000 people 
avoid developing substance use disorder in the years 
to come? The numbers are not negotiable, only our 
response. It is a simple choice. This is our commu-
nity. How will we live in it?

There is no “them” in this crisis. 

This is not a separate group of people that we are 
here to create services for and be nicer to. 

This is us. This is all of us, sharing in need. Everyone 
is affected. This is our community. If you look to 
your own family, friends, neighbors, you will see 
people who have or should have gone through the 
treatment system. If there had been one.

We do not have a treatment system. We have a 
marketplace. We produce services for billing, not 
lives for humans. 

We need a true system of care.

A true system of care…

• Recognizes that at the heart of recovery  
is agency and personal choice.

• Enables agency & independent action  
for everyone.

• Devolves responsibility of care to the  
community as a whole.

• Works across experiences and needs.

• Operates on harm reduction principles.

• Offers evidence-based tools and support.

• Understands medical options as part of a 
spectrum of wellbeing.

• Recognizes that many people find recovery 
without any medical intervention at all.

• Offers treatment on demand.

• Has enough capacity to give people treat-
ment when they need it.

• Integrates substance use disorder (SUD)  
management with primary care.

• Does not treat people with SUD as burdens.

• Supports people wanting treatment.

• Supports people not ready for treatment.

• Supports people at risk of falling into SUD.

• Recognizes that everyone has something to 
contribute.

• Offers everyone an opportunity to contribute.

• If we are going to care for all of us, we need a 
system with capacity to treat any of us.

A Manifesto for a True System of Care

Drawing inspiration from the language of restorative justice and non-
violence, this manifesto outlines the demands for a true system of care in 
Rhode Island. Instead of beginning with questions such as, “what can we 
afford?” the manifesto begins by asking, “what is the need?” In the face of 
that question we are offered a stark choice.

STUDIO TEAM PROPOSAL

Rhode Island is our community. We 
face a simple question: will we deploy 
enough capacity to support our people 
living with substance use disorder?
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Conceiving a true system of care 
When we were writing the manifesto, we asked 
ourselves, what would a true system of care look 
like — how would we, the people of Rhode Island, 
design a system like that? Our team wanted to focus 
on the actual need and build around that instead of 
starting with the financial constraints. What that 
comes down to is opening the doors to people until 
there are no more people coming in the doors. There 
are never any limits on any service that we would 
offer. There are no limits on recovery housing beds. 
There are no limits on detox beds. There are no 
limits on treatment beds. There are no limits on 
stay-in treatment because we consistently hear from 
people that they’re getting let go from treatment too 
early. They’re not ready.

A system without limits on such resources 
sounds insane because it sounds financially impos-
sible. How could we make that happen? Substance 
use disorder is already expensive. There are the law 
enforcement costs, housing costs, emergency room 
costs and more. A true system of care would not 
necessarily cost more. It’s about spending money 
in different ways.

How much of each service do we need?

• We don’t know. We need to find out.

• Continue to expand services until the point 
where nobody is turned away for “lack of 
beds.” This means:

• Inventory of current system and talk with 
outreach workers/CPRS about how often 
they are trying to place people in beds that 
are full.

• Look at language, gender, age (young 
people-specific programs) and 
LGBTQIA-specific capacity of the current 
system, versus the population of RI (poten-
tial clients) — are there gaps or weak points?

• Number of beds or slots to be determined by 
the “throughput need”. That means we need 
to assess everyone presenting for treatment 
and count how many people need which 
treatment modality over a day, week, month 
and year so that we can build adequate treat-
ment capacity.

Conceiving a true system of care No limits:

• Length of treatment stay is determined by 
the person receiving the treatment only, and 
not by arbitrary insurance limitations or reg-
ulations. Medically evidence-based decisions 
are made about the standard length of stay, 
which should start at 6 months. 

• Unlimited access to treatment — relapse is 
recognized as a part of recovery. You cannot 

“run out” of times you are allowed to access 
treatment in a certain amount of time.

Nobody is:

• Released from treatment against their will 
(they are saying they are not ready.)

• Released from treatment to the streets 
(everyone leaving treatment should be 
released to their own home or to a recovery 
house paid for by the state (if the person does 
not have a source of income to pay for it.)

•  Relapse is a part of recovery, recognizing and 
building the acknowledgment and support 
for people who have relapsed into every part 
of the system:  

Detox: No limit to the number of times a 
person can go through detox. 

Treatment: No limit to the number of times 
a person can go through treatment, and fur-
ther training of staff on relapse prevention 
and acknowledging that relapse is a part of 
the stages of change. 

Recovery Housing: Much more support 
for people who have relapsed in recovery 
housing and want to come back — support 
for people to transfer to another house, or 
encourage houses to have more flexibility 
in welcoming people back after relapse.

Recovery Housing is free for all who do not have 
the ability to pay for up to one year, people are given 
case management and supports for transition to 
either paid work or Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI). People on SSI who want to continue to live 
in recovery housing receive funding to reduce the 
financial burden of housing to ensure it is not more 
than 30% of their income.

Hospital Clinic Fire Station School

Recovery Housing

Dramatically Increase Workforce

24/7 Assessment
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Cultural competence throughout the entire 
system:

• Language capacity and cultural competence 
of treatment providers means that everyone 
accessing treatment can communicate with 
their providers and receive respectful and 
culturally relevant care.

• Specific recovery housing for populations 
needing greater or more specific support 
or cultural competence is developed, such 
as LBGTQIA-specific housing, housing tar-
geting young people in recovery, etc.

• Language and cultural competence capacity 
in the system needs to dramatically increase, 
retraining for current staff and prioritizing 
hiring of second-language appropriate and 
culturally responsive staff, bonuses and 
higher wages for staffers who have the 
language skills and cultural background to 
connect with clients.

Harm reduction integrated throughout the 
entire system:

• Harm reduction providers are able to meet 
and build relationships with people who can 
access treatment on demand at any time.

• Integration of harm reduction into primary 
care, detox, treatment, etc. Providers under-
stand the value of harm reduction and do not 
stigmatize clients accessing harm reduction 
services who are trying to stay safe.

Workforce:

• Living wage for all people working 
throughout the treatment and recovery 
worlds, including: 

• Clinicians

• Peer recovery specialists

• Treatment center staff

• Community health workers

• Case managers

• Limits on caseloads for all people throughout 
the system. Limits on clinical caseloads, case 
manager caseloads, etc. All caseload counts 
will be determined by best practices and 
funding will be increased to hire more staff 
for each discipline until all caseloads for staff 
are under the appropriate number. 

Accessing treatment on demand:

• No “wrong door” barriers to treatment — 
every hospital, clinic, or community-based 
organization has enough capacity to immedi-
ately transport anyone expressing interest in 
treatment to an open bed.

• Design a system similar to the safe stations 
model (but larger) where within every 
major institution or facet of people’s lives, 
there exists doorways to recovery. Anyone 
expressing interest in treatment at a hospital, 
a fire station, a school, etc, there will be a 
clear pathway to get them to treatment and 
the bed capacity will be increased to the 
point where there is nobody turned away for 

“lack of beds”.

Assessment and assignment to treatment:

Rhode Island will need a facility with the capacity 
to hold anyone requesting treatment in a supportive 
recovery environment until a formal assessment pro-
cess can be completed. We will need an assessment 
team that works seven days a week with enough 
capacity to assess the number of people requesting 
treatment on an average day in Rhode Island, with 
surge capacity so that larger numbers presenting 
for treatment during times of stress can be quickly 
assessed and then assigned to treatment based on 
evidence based assessments. 

Recovery supports over the life span: 
Offering people a chance for a purposeful life. See 
8 Dimensions of Wellness to Embrace In Recovery1:

emotional
Coping effectively with life and creating satisfying 
relationships.

financial
Felling satisfied with current and future financial 
situation.

social 
Developing a sense of connection, belonging and 
support with others.

spiritual
Discovering a sense of purpose and meaning in life.

occupational
Finding personal satisfaction and enrichment in 
one’s work.

physical 
Acknowledging the importance of physical activity, 
nutrition and sleep.

intellectual
Recognizing creative abilities and finding ways to 
expand knowledge and skills.

enviornmental
Maintaining good health by occupying pleasant, 
stimulating environments that support well-being.

1  Hull, M. (2021, November 18). 8 dimensions of wellness 
to embrace in recovery: The recovery village. The Recovery 
Village Drug and Alcohol Rehab. Retrieved December 13, 2021, 
from https://www.therecoveryvillage.com/recovery/wellness/
eight-dimensions-of-wellness-3/. 

https://www.therecoveryvillage.com/recovery/wellness/eight-dimensions-of-wellness-3/. 
https://www.therecoveryvillage.com/recovery/wellness/eight-dimensions-of-wellness-3/. 
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GOING BIG  
ON THE HARM 
REDUCTION 
CENTER

Leigh Hubbard 
Tyrone Mckinney 
Senator Joshua Miller 

SEED – Support, Embrace,  
Empower: Differently

To fairly test the potential of a Harm Reduction Center (HRC)  
as an alternative to a more traditional treatment center, it will be 
important to properly resource the pilot. Instead of repeating the 
half-measure mistakes of the past, let’s make a big bet on a better 
future. This proposal sketches how a comprehensive range of 
offerings — delivered reliably — would make the Center a trusted 
source of services and care. 

STUDIO TEAM PROPOSAL

When emergency departments were 
designed decades ago, they were to be 
effective, efficient, and compassionate. 
They were designed to deliver care and 
save lives for people presenting a wide 
range of medical crises.

During this time, individuals with behavioral health, 
substance use disorder, or an overdose crisis were a 
small fraction of the patients seen in the EDs. That 
fraction has skyrocketed, to almost one third of those 
presenting in emergency rooms currently. Unfor-
tunately, this has come at a cost. EDs have needed 
to upgrade their standards for behavioral care to 
handle the increase in substance use and overdose 
cases. Staff are not adequately trained nor is the 
environment designed to support these cases. As a 
result, many people working in the ED experience 
burnout. While some are trying to solve this issue 
through incremental improvements, things have 
gotten worse. Marginal improvements have been 
prioritized over creating a space and system dedi-
cated for this new and growing need.

It is time to redesign our emergency response. 
Rhode Island is well positioned by its size and recent 
legislation to create one comprehensive Harm 
Reduction Center. Recognized by patients, first 
responders and providers as the first and primary 
destination for effective, efficient, compassionate 
care and treatment for those with behavioral health, 
substance use disorder, or overdose crisis — all in one 
place. A “hub” for care that is fully comprehensive 
and known by everybody in the Rhode Island com-
munity as the place to go to be cared for.
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Designing a Comprehensive Harm Reduction Center

Governing Design Principles of the  
Harm Reduction Center

• All-in, not a constrained version 

• Not constrained by insurance

• Diverse from the door

• Peer presence

• Community-led

• In the community and easy to get to 

• Well-informed neighbors around the site 

Personnel

• Director

• Safe Consumption Manager

• Basic Needs Coordinator

• Nurses

• Security

• Attorney

• Insurance specialist

A true harm reduction center in Rhode 
Island would be unique compared to 
what is currently available. It would put 
the focus on the people in the space, the 
space itself, and access. 

People

“Diverse from the Door”

• Staffed by people who are specifically inter-
ested in caring for this population and want 
to work in this space. 

• Staff would also be hired and trained differ-
ently: working, learning, and caring alongside 
people with lived experience. 

• Mental and physical urgent care services 
will greet people who enter the HRC, with 
physicians, advanced providers, and regis-
tered nurses, all trained in trauma informed, 
patient centered care. 

• Goal to employ 50% people with lived drug 
use, addiction, and recovery experience so 
that this community, those employed, and 
those seeking care can see their potential as 
they access the care. 

• A key success factor would be the presence 
of navigators, peer recovery coaches, and 
caseworkers to help link folks to the next 
steps. These are the people who build trust 
and inspire the changes that need to occur at 
a client and community level. 

Space

A strong harm reduction center in RI would be a 
comprehensive mental health services facility with 
spaces equipped to provide support for harm reduc-
tion, behavioral health, and substance use disorder 
and would include:  

• A safe consumption site, managed by nurses, 
with lifesaving equipment (ie. narcan/
oxygen) on standby, along with fentanyl 
testing supplies. 

• Mental health support, counseling services, 
treatment and recovery services, immediate 
medical services.

• Our linkage to patients will be multi-
pronged, with the Crisis Assistance Helping 
Out On The Streets (CAHOOTS) pipeline 
being a key component. Instead of routing 
subacute mental health/substance use cases 
to the hospital, they would come to the 
Harm Reduction Center, where they can be 
assessed and treated in a softer, slower, way. 
A lower tech way, thus saving healthcare 
dollars.

In addition to a safe consumption site and the 
mental health urgent care, there needs be space 
dedicated to community growth and the provision 
of basic human needs:

• Classrooms, meeting rooms, hang out space 
for people to gather, to learn, to engage in 
activities. 

• Showers, laundry, light meals, warmth, air 
conditioning, clothing, etc. 

• Bathrooms for “As you Are,” Men, and 
Women

• Computers (Facebook, LinkedIn access), 
phones, and chargers 

• It’s only when these basic needs are met, that 
people can actually begin to work on the less 
tangible, more lasting self work.

Conceptual Diagram  
of Harm Reduction 
Center Services
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Access

To succeed, people must come to trust that the HRC 
will be there for them when they need it. Every bar-
rier to access is a chance for someone to veer off the 
pathway to recovery.

Location is critical. 

• Needs to be centrally located in an area 
where there is demand. 

• Easy access to public transit. Studies are 
available that can help determine ideal loca-
tions - the 02907 study done in 2020, the 
Village study done in 2019, and others. This is 
what should drive site selection, not politics 
and optics. 

• Where there can be a client flow: built along-
side a robust mental health, first responder 
model, something like CAHOOTS. Then 
there would be a flow of patients to the 
center. This would help decompress over-
burdened hospitals. 

Reliability is vital.

• Clients should have at least 12 hour access 
every day to most non-emergency services. 

• Clients should have 16 to 24 hour access to 
safe consumption site and triaged care. 

• No one should be turned away with no next 
step.

• Patients can walk in or be escorted in by 
loved ones and receive care. Referrals from 
ERs and clinics, or direct referral from the 
on-site safe consumption space. 

Who to treat.

Medical vs Behavioral Health vs Substance Use 
Disorder. Finding the right line.

• Where you decide the cut off of ‘who gets 
treated here vs sent elsewhere’ defines how 
responsive you can be. 

• Many behavioral health sites send people to 
EDs if there is any medical component.  If 
the cut off is not, “Is there a medical compo-
nent?” that opens things up. 

• The HRC should be able to see people with 
medical/urgent care needs. What, exactly, is 
the threshold for sending someone to an ED 
with specialized facilities? Need to decide.

• The size of the space will determine its ser-
vice offerings. 

Criteria for intake. 

• Simplify admissions processes and 
paperwork.

• Immediate data intake upon entry.

• Overdose Prevention Site (OPS): people need 
to be able to walk in ‘sober’ to use (they have 
to be able to sign in). 

• Harm Reduction Center: No severe high risk 
cases - these would go to the hospitals. No 
heart, no airway, no stroke, vitals within a 
range. Partner with EMS or CAHOOTS to 
identify these parameters. 

• Determined by staff at intake:  
 —  Different triage. 
 —   Centralized, on-hand urgent care:  

IV fluids, comfort related drugs,  
and supportive services.

Funding

• To decouple the individuals from the 
finances, this program must be funded by a 
diverse combination of grants, reimburse-
ments and other income streams.  
 — Opioid Stewardship fund ($5million a 
year) 
 — ARPA Fund (RI foundation)

• How much would a comprehensive HRC 
cost? Is $6 million enough?

• The shift in resource demand may mean this 
is budget neutral? Meaning that the costs 
here could save on costs to EDs and emer-
gency services. Need to discover if making 
the shift = saving costs.

Conceptual Diagram  
of Programmatic Elements

Spatial Use Diagram
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Discussion and Insights

• Visibility: Should the HRC be discrete or 
highly visible? How far from the street to the 
door? Is it embedded in something or a stand 
alone space? 

• Location ideas: North Main street in 
Providence? Near broad street? Next to the 
Open Door Health Clinic? (or some other 
clinic space)? Buy the land across the street 
from the Armory on Parade st.? The Armory 
(meets hotspots, transportation access, but is 
it too big)? Does it have satellite locations? 

• Size: Safe Consumption space: ~1,000-1,500 
sf? Harm Reduction space- ~3,000 sf?  
(See Spatial Use Diagram for service 
offerings.)

• Virtual: Does the HRC have a website that 
provides information to the public?

• CAHOOTS: Connecting with CAHOOTS 
model: What’s the capacity of 911? Medical v. 
non medical? 911 needs to have the capacity 
and training to triage people, transport 
people (exclusively rescue right now), reim-
bursement considerations (need a legislative 
exception: transport, reimbursement, desti-
nation). 
 —  In parallel with HRC, implementing both 
at the same time  
 —  Taking people out of ER and putting them 
into HRC 
 —  Taking people out of 911 cars/ambulances, 
and into CAHOOTS van 
 —  When are we going to see the results of 
the implementation of HRC and CAHOOTS? 

• Data: Relevant data will be crucial to deter-
mine the scale of the space, and to guide 
decision making of location(s).

• The HRC needs to be designed comprehen-
sively for a wide range of people and services. 
If this is done piecemeal, it will end up being 
designed too narrowly, not staffed appropri-
ately, and won’t be successful.

• Oftentimes, harm reduction centers are 
designed solely for medical purposes and 
use, but it will be just as important for the 
HRC to be a safe place for the community to 
do things together. 

• The HRC needs to be seen as a “hub” in the 
community — so that people who have a his-
tory with addiction and those new to dealing 
with addiction — know to come to it. 

As a person who lived in the challenging 
decisions of life, I have had the privilege 
of occupying two sides of the coin.

On one side, I was living through addiction, being in 
prison, three types of abuse, mental incapacity, lack 
of family support, and the words, “No,” or, “We Can’t.”

The other side is of greater education (school), 
resume building (work), interest in community, and 
participating in decision-making processes, being a 
person at the table. Because that’s what I feel today. 
I’m finally at the table.

If I could build something, it would be an idea 
of empowerment for the community, embracing 
an approach to mental health and substance use. 
We need something great to offer our community. 
They cry daily for change. The bad decisions they 
are forced to make dictate the need for a state-of-
the-art center.

For once in ourstory, let’s begin looking at what 
works. Put the passion back into action and put a 
display of energy into the community to reach the 
people this project is yearning for. While we have 
one more meeting, someone is going to die in these 

streets. Someone is going to unintentionally hurt an 
employee who is trying, just trying. Someone is not 
going to get what they are standing in line for. This 
project belongs in the community, for the community.

The hours of meetings are far too long. The 
signing of any papers is far too slow. Let’s break 
some ground, somewhere mutual, stop talking 
about things and just dare to walk...finally or for 
once. That’s as big as it gets! 

Dreamers are hopeful ones. And they’re the ones 
who hope for something possible. Not the architects, 
not the politicians, and not the donors. They are the 
ones that brick-laid the words, “No,” and, “That’s Not 
Possible.” So we hope that with this proposal, we can 
finally get people to start standing up, laying down 
bricks and getting things done for the community 
by the community. 

 — Tyrone Mckinney

Tyrone Mckinney
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RECONCEIVING  
BUPRENORPHINE 
AS AN OVERDOSE  
PROPHYLAXIS

Kim Paull 
Brandon Del Pozo 

Last year, 384 Rhode Islanders lost their lives to 
unintentional overdose. This happened despite a 
record-setting year for Narcan distribution and 
harm reduction connections. We can do better. 
If even a quarter of those who died had taken a 
daily opioid overdose prevention medication, like 
Buprenorphine, nearly one hundred more Rhode 
Islanders would be alive today. If it was more com-
monly used, thousands more would be protected 
from avoidable death.

In 2020, many of these Rhode Islanders died 
alone — before EMS arrived — from a massive fen-
tanyl overdose.

80% of these deaths happened in the victim’s 
own home — not in public, where bystanders 
could have helped.

73% of accidental overdose deaths (with any 
drug) involved fentanyl. This is up from 35% in 
2014. Fentanyl is 50-100 times more potent than 
morphine. Dealers often add it to increase the 
high and addictive power of their supply – even 
non-opioids. Which is why…

70% of cocaine-related overdoses (for 
example) involved fentanyl. Many accidental 
overdose deaths are among folks who did not 
identify as opioid users but used non-opioids 
laced with fentanyl .

Buprenorphine:  
Aspirin of Overdose? 

STUDIO TEAM PROPOSAL

Rhode Island’s recent move to decrim-
inalize Buprenorphine possession 
without a prescription is a step in the 
right direction. By making the drug 
more widely available to people who use 
drugs, even those not ready to stop, they 
are given agency over their lives. This 
could help people not only reach treat-
ment outcomes but to help people live 
long enough for them to engage in those 
treatment options in the first place.

What if people who use drugs could be empowered to prevent their 
own overdose? Buprenorphine could do just that. Prescribed primarily 
as part of a cessation treatment program, the pharmacological 
properties of Buprenorphine mean it can act as an overdose 
prophylaxis — preventing overdose.
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Rhode Island Vigil to remember the hundreds of lives lost to overdose in 2020. Providence Journal, January 2021

We can’t uninvent addiction. We can’t ctrl-Z on 
fentanyl. We can help people use safely, if they 
choose to use. This is called harm reduction. 
Harm reduction can be achieved through:

• Distribution and use of fentanyl test strips.

• Using with others.

• Access to clean supplies.

• Decriminalization.

• Pathways to treatment without clean tox 
screens.  Living “drug-free” is accepted as a 
choice, not a requirement.

Harm reduction keeps people alive, safe, and with 
their dignity intact. But harm reduction asks a lot 
of the user when they are at their most vulnerable. 

“Never use alone.”

“Always have Narcan.”

“Everything has fentanyl in it now — find a test strip 
and make sure you take time to test your drugs.”

“Get the drugs out of your system, test ‘clean’, then 
start treatment.” 

A lot of this advice is to help us survive if we over-
dose. But what if we didn’t have to wait for an 
overdose to happen? What if we could prevent an 
overdose before it started?

We want to expand on the progress that Rhode 
Island has made by recently decriminalizing posses-
sion of Buprenorphine without a prescription. We 
combine it with what we know about the pharma-
cological properties of Buprenorphine to reconceive 
it — not only as an effective treatment medication 
for people who are looking to stop using illicit full 
agonist drugs — but as an overdose prophylaxis 
(prevention). This could be a helpful intervention 
to help people not only reach treatment outcomes 
but to help people live long enough for them to 
engage in those treatment options by avoiding 
overdose.

As a matter of state law in Vermont and Rhode 
Island, you cannot arrest a person for possession of 
Buprenorphine if they do not have a prescription. 
This is signaling that we are in an intense crisis, and 
that this is a powerful useful medicine. It’s saying 
to people if you’re not getting a prescription from 
a doctor for treatment but you have your hands on 
Buprenorphine and it works for you in a way that 
you understand works for you as a person who uses 
drugs — we accept that. It’s valuable, you are most 
likely doing this as a from of self treatment or to get 
yourself through a dangerous situation. We want to 

make that the norm not the exception.
This belt-and-suspenders model isn’t new. We 

already rely on good choices in the moment and daily 
medication for lots of other outcomes we care about:

• Healthy diet, exercise, stress reduction & 
Statins to control cholesterol 

• Condoms & birth control 

• Daily habits to ease depressive symptoms & 
daily antidepressants

• Behaviors that build recovery capital & 
Buprenorphine, methadone or naltrexone 

We know Buprenorphine works and is safe:

• Gold standard for sustained recovery (along 
with all MAT)

• Nearly zero percent chance of a Buprenor-
phine overdose: Buprenorphine has a ceiling 
effect that blocks an overdose

• Broad acceptance and capacity
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People who are in unstable housing or unstable 
employment situations, people who lost their dealer 
and don’t trust what they are getting supplied with, 
or people who are not ready for formal treatment, 
can take Buprenorphine to prevent an overdose. 
RI is uniquely positioned to experiment with 
this idea. 

However, there are major barriers in our current 
environment to expand the use of Buprenorphine:

• Harder to get than it should be 

• Racialized (prescribed in predominantly 
white zip codes) 

• Bias, fear, and discrimination (some 
say we’re substituting one addiction with 
another) 

• Safety issues (when combining certain 
drugs, break through ceiling effect can lead 
to overdose) 

• Fear it will cause increased risk-taking 
(“we’re just helping people prolong their 
addiction”

This kind of thinking has gotten us to 95,000 people dying in the first place. 
We can overcome these barriers. Our recommendations:

There are real, valid concerns about the path 
forward and we ignore them at our peril. We need 
to develop honest, safe, risk-explicit answers to 
these types of questions so the pilot prioritizes 
safety, dignity, and transparency. 

But what if? 

• What if Buprenorphine gets diverted and is 
misused, overused, a drain on the system?

• What if people use it to seek a higher high 
and still overdose?

• What if the Buprenorphine becomes part of 
the contaminated supply and is laced with 
fentanyl?

• What if we just see more drug use?

• What if people reject the idea because it  
prevents the high they seek?

• What if people reject the idea because it’s a 
medication, it’s racialized, and folks of color 
don’t feel supported?

• What if this doesn’t work — how do we pull 
back? 

• How do we prevent further harm?

...And many more.

The path forward is rocky, winding, and clouded 
But with courage and curiosity, we can honor these 
questions together and build a coalition of the brave.

Discussion and Insights: 

• The system is already shifting towards 
Buprenorphine as prevention in addition to 
treatment (Genoa trials, syringe exchange in 
Vermont, etc.) but the language hasn’t kept 
up. Let’s call it what it is, rather than, “I’m 
here for treatment...wink wink.”

• Buprenorphine is still being distributed 
through medical environments where 
we know stigma exists, we need to get 
Buprenorphine distributed beyond purely 
medical environments. 

• Buprenorphine should be seen as the front 
end and naloxone as the back end.

• Recommendation of locations:
• Treatment Clinics
• Harm Reduction Clinics
• Public Health Officials
• Insurance Companies + Private Funders

• Partner with addiction medicine and harm 
reduction professionals to develop a protocol 
for a safe, supported pilot.

• Issue a standing order prescription for those 
who could most benefit.

• Fund the pilot: Partner with innovative private 
funders and insurance companies to ensure 
broad coverage.
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AN ECOSYSTEM 
OF SUPPORT 
SPACES IN 
RHODE ISLAND

Jeffrey Bratberg 
Laurie MacDougall 
Lisa Peterson 
Annajane Yolken

Current State in Rhode Island 

People use drugs. The reality is that it is safer to use 
drugs in a controlled environment, in a home. People 
often use drugs in their homes, unless:

• They have no home.

• It’s unsafe to use at home.

• They aren’t allowed to use drugs in a home. 

For anyone, being unhoused or unstably housed 
is dangerous, costly, and sometimes fatal. Home-
lessness increased risks of death 10-fold.1 It’s not 
all overdose related, but using drugs and the related 
health conditions when you don’t have a safe place 
to stay really increases your risks.

Our housing system currently fails those who 
use drugs. There are options out there for folks who 
don’t want to use drugs anymore. There are options 
out there for people who want treatment. But things 
are not designed to support people who want to 
use drugs.

We looked at this through the lens of our belief 
in the basic human rights of all people, whether they 
use drugs or not. We looked at this through the lens 
of empowering folks to have dignity while accessing 
basic community engagement. We need to provide 
the type of environment where people can partic-
ipate in community, which is how we all function 
and grow. We need places where people can gather 
without consequence. There are very few places 
that you can simply be without spending money or 
without attracting the attention of law enforcement. 
We need to have 24/7 access. We don’t know when 
people are going to get into crisis mode or have a 
need to immediately access a safer place.

No strings attached; a true housing first model. 
How do we set up a continuum of housing, that 
ensures that anyone who wants a safe place to stay, 
gets a safe place to stay? No criteria, no reason for 
denial, everyone has the opportunity for safe shelter 
and permanent shelter. 

An Ecosystem of Safety

Beyond the Harm Reduction Center, where can people go? We propose 
creating an ecosystem of safe and supportive place-based & housing 
interventions for the Rhode Island community. 

STUDIO TEAM PROPOSAL

Our group stepped back from the  
opioids crisis and targeted a broader  
issue that underlies a lot of crises in  
general — the housing crisis that we 
have in our state and across the country.  
We looked at the current landscape  
to explore how we can do better to  
support the basic right of every human 
being to have access to safe housing.

1  Roncarati JS, Baggett TP, O’Connell JJ, et al. Mortality 
Among Unsheltered Homeless Adults in Boston, Massachusetts, 
2000-2009. JAMA Internal Medicine. Published online 2018. 
doi:10.1001/jamainternmed.2018.2924
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We want to have a ‘support don’t punish’ over-
arching principle that guides the work of ensuring 
housing for all. We took a restorative and transfor-
mative justice lens to this. What if there’s a problem? 
What if something bad happens? We are trying to get 
away from our current system, which is punitive and 
not at all effective. We are leading with the idea that 
no one is turned away. It should be ‘which is the right 
setting for you’, not ‘we don’t have a setting for you.’

We conceptualized various types of housing 
along the considered continuum, recognizing that 
different places will have different goals.

RI needs an uncompromising vision for 
housing: 

• No one gets turned away.

• Everyone gets a place to stay.

Overall Guiding Principles 

• Basic human rights and dignity

• Access to care and community

• Gather without consequence

• Support don’t punish

Places Guiding Principles

• Open 24/7

• No time limits

• Safe for all

• Different spaces for different goals

People Guiding Principles 

• Co-created with lived/living experience 
(past and present)

• Restorative and transformative justice-led

• No one turned away

Who does the system need to design for:  
Three buckets of people:

• Use drugs and homeless 

• Not using and homeless 

• Using and not homeless (but can’t be at 
home) 

With some additional factors to consider:

age

• -Adults (18+)

• -Youth (< 18)

identity

• Trans/LGBTQ++

• Disabled

transitions

• Recently incarcerated people

• People leaving the ED / medical setting

• People who visit harm reduction center

• People unstably housed

families

• People who are pregnant or have young 
children

• Parents/caregivers and children/adults

What kinds of places need to exist in RI?

Considerations 

1. Multiple spaces designed for a range of 
people 

2. Spaces that are linked to the Harm Reduc-
tion Center

3. A collaborative network that works together 

4. Not a one-stop-shop but a one-stop-network

5. Breaking down silos between medical, well-
ness, and health care

6. Keeping families together

The goal is not to create oppressive systems, 
but to replace oppressive systems. 

What’s at stake if the status quo continues? 

Without harm reduction housing, many resources 
remain siloed.

Having spaces for people to go and for people to 
refer people to addresses the gaps and reduces the 
harm that everyone experiences in the system. This 
includes nurses and doctors, people who use drugs, 
family members etc.

places to just be 

places to use and stay 

places for people who are trying to stop using 

places for people who are not trying to stop using

places for people who cannot be with family

places to store things

places for people to go after incarceration 

places for underage users 
(peer support on the premises) 

Ecosystem of Places 
Diagram
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Challenges and Barriers 

There are many challenges and barriers. The one 
set of barriers that seems to feed into all of these 
is the philosophical. It’s the attitudes and beliefs 
surrounding substance use disorder. Who is worthy 
of dignity, respect, compassion? Who is worthy to 
be cared about, not cared for? It is the philosoph-
ical barriers that stand in the way, feeding into the 
community, logistical, and legal actions. Addressing 
these particular gaps and harms through an eco-
system of safe places can help to change the attitudes 
and beliefs in the community about people that are 
dealing with substance use disorder. It will not elim-
inate all tension, but it can help shift attitudes and 
beliefs as people get to know one another as people.

Discussion and Insights

• We need to treat people with dignity and 
respect, but our systems are not set up 
around those priorities. It sounds like what 
we’re proposing is to work entirely outside 
of the systems. I don’t see how our current 
systems accommodate this…

• We don’t want to replicate the punish and 
alienate system that we have. We need to 
think about ‘how does the person who is 
harmed become whole again?’ How does the 
community that has been harmed become 
whole again? How do we bring people back 
into the fold to repair and prevent future 
harm? This is not at all how our current sys-
tems are functioning. 

• The problem is when we do things small and 
incrementally, we stay at pilot level, and fear 
going big. There is a scale that needs to be 
considered for these ideas to work. Are we 
willing to scale things up so it has the neces-
sary impact? 

• Our mistake is thinking we need to have 
everything figured out before we start 
implementing, but what we do know is that 
the current system is not working, so even if 
we don’t have it all perfectly worked out or 
know how it’s going to play out in 20 years, 
by taking these first steps we’re going to be a 
lot closer. 

• How do we get started? This is philosoph-
ical so how will this manifest? We are facing 
NIMBYism. This signals that what we need 
to be doing is building community. How do 
we build a community that really engages 
folks in these discussions? How do we build 
community to accept that we all deserve 
human dignity?

• We have to create a harm reduction system.

• This work is not simple but we can have a 
simple philosophy “our current oppressive 
systems do not work. Unhoused or unstably 
housed people leads to death, and housing 
people means reduced substance use, path-
ways to treatment and living.” 

• Similar project precedent: https://
www.housingworks.org/locations/
positive-health-project 

Without Harm Reduction Housing, many resources remain siloed

Basic Needs

Food

Sleep

Hygiene

Laundry

Storage

Supports

Family 

Peer  
and other  
recovery

Health 
Providers

Community

Harm 
Reduction

Safe use  
equipment 

HIV/HCV/ 
drug testing 

 
Naxolone 

 
MOUD 

 
Disposal

Community

· Zoning/NIMBY 

·  Living/lived 
experience 
viewpoint

·  Public vs.  
Private 
Property

·  Number/Size 
of Locations

Logistical

·  Sustainable 
funding

·  Short vs.  
long-term 
needs

·  Transportation

·  Availability/
priority/
capacity

· Marketing

Philosophical

· Anti-science

·  American 
exceptionalism

·  Loss of social 
contract 

Legal

· Minors/DCYF

·  Law 
enforcement

·  Sex offenders

· Licensing 

Place Considerations

multiple buildings (or wings)

Using without desire for recovery
Recovery-seeking housing
Separate youth and adults

Treatment, Behavioural services, Outreach, Housing
Do not create oppressive systems to replace other oppressive systems
Medical/healthcare/wellness 

Breaking down silos

Linked/co-located w/ Harm Reduction Center

https://www.housingworks.org/locations/positive-health-project 
https://www.housingworks.org/locations/positive-health-project 
https://www.housingworks.org/locations/positive-health-project 
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TRANSITIONAL 
HOUSING  
AND SYSTEM 
VALUES

Robin Levasseur 
Selene Means 

Starting from a shared interest in ‘bottom-up’ 
approaches, this team undertook a powerful series 
of conversations, unpacking terms like “commu-
nity” and “mutual aid” and how they come to have 
different meanings in different contexts. 

Over the course of the effort, two parallel proj-
ects were developed. One is around the need for 
transitional housing in Rhode Island, and the other 
is about stepping back to ask larger questions about 
the values of the system we live within. This body 
of work was presented by a conversation between 
Robin and Selene, facilitated by CfC Research Assis-
tant Zibby Jahns. The motivation behind presenting 
the work as a dialogue was to demonstrate the com-
plexity of these conversations that happen as the RI 
community works toward shared ideas. For ease of 
reading, we have edited the conversation back into 
the two parallel projects 

Part of the work here is a need to build commu-
nity, and community around shared ideas and shared 
language. This is not an easy task, but is required if 
we are truly dedicated to change and collaboration. 
It requires more than just getting people into the 
same room. It will require getting people into the 
same room where they are wrestling with ideas 
and dilemmas and challenges, building together 
shared knowledge and shared understanding, much 
as Robin and Selene did here.

A Note from the Center for Complexity

Transitional housing is needed in Rhode Island. Places for people to go, to 
give people a fighting chance to be able to stand on their own two feet to 
recover as a human being with some dignity, with tools to be able to go back 
into society and be a productive member.  
 For all the good we are trying to do, are we asking the right questions? 
System Values is a set of provocations about assessing the values that drive 
our current systems and how we relate to them. What kind of society are we 
asking people to participate in?

STUDIO TEAM PROPOSAL

One of the insights to have come out  
of the studio process was how small  
nuances in the language we use could 
lead to profound differences in under-
standing. Sometimes, people use the 
same word to mean different things. 
Sometimes, people use different words 
to talk about the same thing. Sometimes, 
it is unclear whether we are in agree-
ment or in conflict about an idea, or how 
we talk about the idea. 
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Current System to New System

The current approach to housing and the provi-
sion of services in Rhode Island is siloed. This is 
exhausting and draining. It wastes resources and 
is inefficient. We need a system that sets people up 
for success. That starts with a place for people to lay 
their heads, a place to be in between until they are 
ready to reconnect with housing.

What Transitional Housing Needs to Be

• Time: It should not be controlled by time 
limits, it’s about meeting certain thresholds 
of care. Are they ready to move on to the next 
phase?

• Connection: Loneliness is a major factor. 
Connecting people to other people and to 
animals helps people feel healthier. This 
gives people something to live for and their 
quality of life goes up.

• Services: combining “necessary services” 
with “quality of life services”. 

• Education: knowledge is power, when 
people understand how addiction works and 
what happens physiologically, it provides a 
level of agency and can reduce self stigma. 
People look at it as a choice. If you think it is 
a choice, you beat yourself up.

• Agency: It’s about bringing support to 
people, where they are. It should also flip 
the current model on its head by having the 
people who live in transitional housing be 
the ones to invite in or have a say in the kinds 
of support they need (two way street, it needs 
to be mutual consent). 

• Exit: When people are ready to leave transi-
tional housing, they should have built a level 
of security, trust, financial stability, stable 
housing, and a supportive network. 

What needs to happen to make it happen

This will require bringing together many different 
stakeholders, programs, and services to collaborate 
with one another. This will require them to work dif-
ferently. This will require them to share information, 
resources, and credit. To get out of their normal ways 
of working, break through the silos and competition, 
and come together to navigate uncertain territory. 
To bridge knowledge, efforts, and action. This won’t 
be easy. But what should keep people at the table is 
the shared urgency and measurable goals. 

The Goal

We need to give people a fighting chance to be able 
to stand on their own two feet to recover as a human 
being with some dignity, with tools to be able to go 
back into society and be a productive member. A 
place to go and get better and learn to love them-
selves again.

Transition Housing 
Robin Levasseur

In my 15 years of doing outreach, long 
term recovery and reintegrating to so-
ciety, it has all revolved around detox 
and having somewhere to put someone. 
People do not currently have a place to 
go after detox. They usually don’t have 
enough support. Shelters have strict 
rules, and are oftentimes full or have 
waitlists. All of this leads to people go-
ing back to the same places, people, and 
behaviors when struggling with their 
addiction. Like people in recovery say,  

“If you go to a barbershop long enough, 
you are going to get a haircut.”
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System Values
Selene Means

Systems need to be aware of the values  
driving them.

The system is trying to figure out how to deal 
with itself, that’s what this project is about right? 
Acknowledging that systemic problems are 
important, how do we go forward with that aware-
ness? What are the values driving your work? What 
is it going to take to get there? How are you making 
sure you’re staying accountable to those values? Too 
many times I’ve seen institutions say they will listen 
to the community but they don’t follow through — 
not operating as the values are laid out, and not sure 
we want to let you decide the values. Is it because 
you have not experienced examples of these values? 

Mutual benefits are a value in our everyday 
lives. 

• Have you ever asked for an extra egg from  
a neighbor? Why or why not? 

• Did you ask because you know that often-
times people have the extra resources on 
hand and are happy to share them?

• Did you not ask because you don’t like to  
ask for help? 

We teach children to share and we are well aware 
that we have plenty yet there are many who have 
none. Everyone has something to offer. We are 
happy to donate and help out someone, maybe even 
a stranger. Why doesn’t this show up in our systems? 
There are many examples of this value in projects 
such as: harm reduction, COVID-19 mutual aid, 
co-operative housing, unions, little free libraries, 
community fridges, bail funds. These projects are not 
only about sharing resources, but also about redis-
tributing power. How often are you aware of power 
in your systems? (See related references below.) 

Respecting people’s inherent worth and lived 
experiences. 

Power in systems being redistributed to provide 
agency and self determination. Meeting people 
where they are at and not creating barriers and 
strings attached removes power from the systems 
that often are otherwise judgmental of the people 
they are supposed to help. The people impacted 
should be at the center. That comes out in creating 
systems. If the system is set up so that impacted 
people have decision power, then their experiences 
are given larger weight in decision making. Treating 
people with respect and dignity means acknowl-
edging that their experiences should be listened to. 
This very project is an example that systems need to 
learn from — the operative principle that everyone is 
an expert based on their lived experience. This also 
leads into looking for what works already, having 
the imagination and humility to say that you do not 
know everything. 

A healthy approach to risk.

The world is inherently full of risks — driving a car 
causes climate change; the sugary food we eat can 
cause health problems later on; the mindsets we have 
in our heads that we must be productive in order 
to be worthwhile trap us. We can not individually 
address every single risk that exists. Instead we need 
to talk about how to take care of ourselves, each 
other, and the planet we live on in healthy ways. We 
need to address root causes.

We should be rewriting the problem question.

Why is it often framed as solely just the ‘opi-
oid crisis’? Why is it not the ‘substance crisis’?  
We know that other substances exist. There 
has been so much attention on substances 
only now that they affect white people. We 
can not ignore the historical context that 
substances were dropped into POC commu-
nities purposefully. We should be looking at 
why people use substances at all? What are 
the root causes of substance use? It is because 
they are suffering in all aspects. We need to 
address health holistically and all encompass-
ing – not only physical – but social, mental 
and community health. 

1  Boilevin, L. et al., (2019, March). Research 101 : A Manifesto 
for Ethical Research in the Downtown Eastside https://www.
iowaharmreductioncoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/
Final-Manifesto-for-Ethical-Research-in-the-DTES.pdf 
 
2   RI Gen L § 34-37.1-3 (2016). Rhode Island Homeless Bill of 
Rights https://law.justia.com/codes/rhode-island/2016/title-34/
chapter-34-37.1/section-34-37.1-3/

https://www.iowaharmreductioncoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Final-Manifesto-for-Ethical-Research-in-the-DTES.pdf
https://www.iowaharmreductioncoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Final-Manifesto-for-Ethical-Research-in-the-DTES.pdf
https://www.iowaharmreductioncoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Final-Manifesto-for-Ethical-Research-in-the-DTES.pdf
https://law.justia.com/codes/rhode-island/2016/title-34/chapter-34-37.1/section-34-37.1-3/
https://law.justia.com/codes/rhode-island/2016/title-34/chapter-34-37.1/section-34-37.1-3/
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4
4. Synthesis and Next Steps

Taken together, the proposals paint a 
clear picture of the moral question that 
the overdose crisis asks the people of 
Rhode Island. Are we willing to commit 
the resources needed to help people  
regain control of their lives? To date,  
the answer has been, “No.”

Under-Resourcing is a Massive Barrier  
to Improvement

Often, innovation is associated with creating com-
pletely new ideas to break through an intractable 
problem. As we worked with the participants, it 
became clear that for many problems in this crisis, 
it’s not that people don’t know what to do. It’s that 
they don’t know how to do it with the resources 
they have. 

A frequent theme of discussion amongst studio 
participants was resource constraint. Not enough 
beds in a facility. Not enough duration for a treatment 
program. Not enough funding for caregivers. Not 
enough opportunity to try again. Not enough time to 
step back and see the bigger picture. Over and over, 
we talked about known evidence-based approaches 
that couldn’t or haven’t been implemented.

Participants have become so conditioned by 
under-resourcing that they self-censor as a matter 
of course. When invited to think big, participants 
would often cut themselves off from completing 
half-expressed ideas as “unrealistic” or “a non-
starter.” Many expressed reservations about even 
trying to think of new ideas, given their struggles 
to keep on top of current workloads. Operating in 
these conditions—where scarcity is coupled with 
immense demand—limits innovation. Multiple proj-
ects coming out of this process placed a moratorium 
on that scarcity mindset for the purpose of getting 
to the final presentation. Along the way, they came 
to the conclusion that the moratorium needs to be 
permanent.

Time to Think is the Other Limited Resource 

We heard from many of the participants that they 
rarely have time to participate in efforts that allow 
them to take a step back from their day to day and 
look at the big picture. In the rare chance that they 
do, it is typically for an hour at most. This prevents 
sustained attention to a complex topic. Systems 
change and innovation is hard to do, and it is even 
harder to do when it’s done at the margins or after 
hours. It cannot be understated how limited time 
and overwhelming urgency form limiting factors 
to innovation.

The Tricky Relationship Between Investment 
and Outcome

Compounding the resource challenge is the inexact 
relationship between resource investment and 
outcomes. There is not a smooth correspondence 
between the next dollar of support and the next 
measure of improvement. Neither is there a smooth 
correspondence between the next minute of atten-
tion and the quality of the next idea. Advancement 
comes in messy bursts.

Partial investment harms reliability. Housing 
that is available 80% of the time is less than four 
fifths as good as stable, persistent housing. If a 
facility’s operating hours are cut by half, it doesn’t 
merely become half as useful to the community, it 
could become next to useless or even harmful—being 
turned away in a moment of crisis can compound 
despair. 
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The challenges experienced by people dealing 
with substance use disorder and behavioral health 
issues involve moments of acute need and crisis. 
Demand is “lumpy.” Partial investment in a solu-
tion could be actively harmful to those it intends to 
serve if it fails them at the wrong moment. For this 
reason, fire stations and ERs do not have limited 
operating hours. A facility open 24/7 may see very 
little traffic late at night, but those few visits could 
be the most important ones, as they are threshold 
moments which can determine the trajectory of 
someone’s life. 

Similarly, chances to change the system seem 
to come in fits and starts. Periods of stability are 
punctuated by sudden opportunities (or demands) 
for change. In those moments, there is little time 
for careful reflection or innovation from scratch. 
Instead, people deploy the best ideas they have to 
hand. Though the timing of such events are impos-
sible to predict, they can be anticipated. By seeding 
the ground with better ideas, we can prepare to 
harvest after the flood.

Too Many Steps Forward and Back

When we proposed the studios, we argued that the 
US could be on the verge of a paradigm shift, as 
settlements relating to liability for pharmaceutical 
companies promised a once-in-a-generation influx 
of cash to be distributed well or poorly. As we were 
developing the studios, legislation passed to open 
harm reduction centers in Rhode Island, seeming 
to bolster this claim. Our state is on the verge of 
ground-breaking progress.

But shortly after the final presentation, our 
optimism took a blow. At a Governor’s Task Force 
meeting, the Department of Behavioral Health-
care, Developmental Disabilities, and Hospitals 
(BHDDH) announced significant budget cuts to 
the agencies that work to address the overdose crisis. 
This kicked off a scramble to find funding to main-
tain current staff and offerings, even as they were 
meant to be preparing for the enhanced offerings 
that would come with the approval for piloting harm 
reduction centers. This is a field that has faced down 
resource crisis after resource crisis and has the scars 
to prove it.

Ongoing Stigma Permits Ongoing Harm

At the heart of this crisis is the stigma that makes it 
acceptable to deny treatment and support to people 
who need it. Stigma operates in a complex network 
of conscious and unconscious ways. It is encoded 
in many of the laws and policies that define the sys-
tem’s behavior and it colors individual attitudes and 
actions. If you understand people struggling with 
substance use as being to blame for their condi-
tion, it becomes easier to starve care systems of the 
resources they need. Even if you don’t blame them, 
if you avoid thinking about them, it’s easier to be in 
denial about the harm being done.

Our studio began to wrestle with how stigma 
operates in the system. One key theme that was 
frequently discussed in studio was the level of 
harm that is operative in the system. We think that 
we’ve only begun to untangle how stigma and harm 
interact with one another. It is an area that deserves 
more attention.

The High Stakes of Breaking New Ground

With any new social policy or approach, we can 
expect suspicion or resistance. Stigma intensifies 
this type of response. The political questions that 
surround any controversial effort mean that any 
experiment is likely to be taken up as a symbol by 
proponents or detractors based on how it performs. 
This raises the stakes for any given pilot project 
from, “did this experiment work?” to, “will we be 
able to attempt an innovation like this ever again?”

These higher stakes, in turn, raise the threshold 
for even making the attempt. Perversely, they 
encourage a particularly risk-averse form of inves-
tigation, focused on safe, marginal results. This 
can result in fewer attempts that deliver outcomes 
which take a lot of time and resources to tell us 
very little.

To avoid these dynamics, there’s a need for a 
structure that can operate beyond one-off pilots. 
Instead, create the conditions for continual, respon-
sive improvement. The next attempt must not be 
contingent on the success of the first, instead it must 
endeavor to take what lessons it can and proceed. 
For situations where significant change is required, 
this means avoiding projects that tinker at the mar-
gins. When there is a lot of ground to cover, we need 
wide-ranging exploration and accurate accounts of 
what was discovered.

Next Steps

We see three aspects to the path forward. 
Stewarding the work and communities 
of practice from the 2021 summer  
studios. The participants need support 
to see their work continue. Initiating 
more studios. If we run more studios  
focused on an evolving set of questions, 
we will continue to expand the network 
and find new ideas while helping to 
translate research into routine practice. 
Establishing the Zero Harm Initiative 
at the Center for Complexity. For the 
long term, we need a platform for building 
a community of practice and for incu-
bating new or emerging ideas until they 
are able to stand on their own in order to 
design harm out of the system.
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StudiosStewardship

Stewarding the work and communities of prac-
tice from studios 1 & 2: Studio participants have 
expressed both an appreciation for the value of the 
time that they had together and a skepticism that this 
effort will lead to anything lasting. It is imperative 
that we lend support to this burgeoning new con-
figuration of the community and to the work they 
have done, so that this is not yet another pleasant 
memory linked to a shelved report.

This will require setting up mechanisms to sup-
port the participants in advancing the projects and 
other stakeholders that are well positioned to carry 
the work forward.  We need to build credibility for 
this effort by continuing to support the community 
and advance the projects.

Project Stewardship

The ideas and insights created in these studios 
will need to be socialized for further development, 
feedback, and iteration with more stakeholders. 
Each idea will need to be matched with a champion, 
resourced and stewarded through a challenging 
context. In some cases, ideas will need to be further 
incubated, enabling them to evolve and improve with 
the primary objective of making positive impact 
through strategic improvement of and investment 
in the system.

Since the studios have ended, participants have 
reached out to us for in-progress drafts of their por-
tions of the report to share with decision-makers 
and politicians. This suggests to us the importance 
of having good ideas ready to go and that the work 
coming out of studios can be a tool for informing 
funding priorities and statewide strategies.

Relationship Stewardship

The cohort was purposely transdisciplinary—
knitting together subject matter knowledge, 
community-level knowledge, and drug use knowl-
edge. Although many of the participants knew each 
other prior to studio, this was one of the first times 
they collaborated as peers on shared ideas—culti-
vating new connections, new relationships and new 
ways of working together. Continuing to support 
and build these new communities of practice will be 
imperative. Addressing the overdose challenge will 
require new organizational structures, new logics, 
and approaches. How we work together is just as 
important as what we work on. 

We need to offer more opportunities for keeping 
the connections alive and as we conduct more stu-
dios, bringing together the expanding network. This 
is a challenge because of the time capacity of our 
participants and the realities of convening under 
COVID. 

Running Future Studios

The studio format worked well to surface priorities 
and fresh insights. These outcomes are specific to the 
community who lent their time and charted a course 
jumping off of our opening questions. What results 
would we have gotten with a different cohort starting 
from a different place? If we continue to bring people 
together to wrestle with this crisis, we will continue 
to accumulate promising ideas and new relationships.

As our stewardship efforts build credibility that 
this is something worth doing, we can imagine an 
expanding circle of people interested in participating 
in the effort. Over time we can build this out to a 
powerful tool for developing a range of ideas to guide 
strategic priorities, funding allocation, building col-
lective action and advocacy, and new relationships 
that cut across silos.

As a research discovery tool, we believe the studio 
mechanism will help public health researchers iden-
tify pressing questions that are emerging as the crisis 
unfolds. This will help ensure that research is well 
connected to community. In addition, we anticipate 
that studios could help reduce the research-to-prac-
tice translation timeline by a significant factor. This is 
due to collaborative dialogue typical of a studio envi-
ronment that moves freely between abstract research 
concepts and technical applications, a key benefit of 
transdisciplinarity.
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Zero Harm Initiative

The kind of work accomplished by the Equitable 
Futures Studio needs to be part of a larger effort 
with a wider range of modalities. To sustainably 
carry the work forward and help incubate ideas, 
the Center for Complexity is establishing a struc-
ture to organize and bring coherence to the many 
elements of successful systems change. 

The Zero Harm Initiative (ZHI) at the CfC will 
be a platform for building a large-scale commu-
nity of practice and for incubating new or emerging 
ideas until they are able to stand on their own. ZHI’s 
objective is simple: to design harm out of the system. 
Beyond studios, we envision a fellows program, col-
laborations with RISD faculty & students, academic 
studios, joint research with other partners, spon-
sored programs and studios, and the development of 
prototypes. We anticipate that ZHI will help Rhode 
Island become recognized as a national leader in 
innovation, research, and community development 
for the overdose crisis and behavioral health more 
broadly. 

The first activities of ZHI will be twofold: first 
in Q1 2022, establishing the ZHI Research Fellows 
program to include professionals in the field in 
long term fellowships, and community members 
with a passion and ideas to drive change in micro 
fellowships. Second, in Q2 2022 sponsoring an inter-
disciplinary studio with RISD graduate students to 
inform the material realization of harm reduction 
centers in Rhode Island as pilots prepare to launch. 

Structure

The approved course description is: 

In July 2021, legislation passed authorizing a 
two-year pilot program to prevent drug overdoses 
through the establishment of harm reduction cen-
ters in RI, a first in the United States. The law 
sets criteria that a harm reduction center must 
operate within. Between regulation and imple-
mentation, there lies a host of design decisions 
that span disciplines and scale that will impact 
the health and wellbeing of all who occupy the site. 
This studio presents an opportunity to shape the 
material realization of this important part of an 
inclusive and humanistic system of care. Building 
on the CfC’s multi-year engagement, this studio 
will connect students to stakeholders, explore the 
history of harm reduction, interrogate the consid-
erations (social, material, spatial, experiential) 
that shape their design, and confront the forces 
that will determine the outcome.

Additional program elements of ZHI will be 
announced in Q1 2022. 
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Pathways to Equitable Care:  
A Strategic Design Endeavor

Specific Aims

The Center for Complexity (CfC) team at Rhode 
Island School of Design (RISD), in collaboration 
with the Translational and Transformative Research 
(T2) Core of the COBRE on Opioids and Overdose, 
proposes an endeavor that will introduce a new 
approach into the opioids, care, and addiction space. 
This project is a six-month process of design-led 
discovery punctuated by two intensive RISD facili-
tated “studios”: a process of collaborative creation, 
reimagination, and implementation essential to the 
art and design world (Somerson, 2013).

Broadly, the vision of these studios is to inform 
care and re-form the systems that create barriers 
to health for people using opioids. Specifically, the 
strategic design studios will explore the role that 
stigmatizing drug use through criminalizing drugs 
has played in interfering with building, supporting, 
improving, and engaging affected individuals in the 
full continuum of care, from harm reduction to treat-
ment and recovery. It will also develop a roadmap of 
responses with companion research opportunities 
to decrease the stigma at multiple levels, to achieve 
a culture of support, treatment, acceptance, and 
caring for people using drugs and people with opioid 
use disorder.

The design studio methodology fosters open 
inquiry, learning by doing, and cultivating creative 
practice. The methodological advantage is that the 
process and subsequent outputs are shaped by doing 
the work and engaging the emergent properties of 
the system. It requires flexibility and responsiveness 
to what is encountered during the studio. This differs 
from a strictly interpreted scientific method, but is 
an extension of qualitative research designs where 
we understand the issues and provide an opportunity 
to engender solutions. A successful outcome of this 
effort will kick off a much longer process of ongoing 

systemic adaptation and improvement. During the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the CfC has adapted method-
ologies to successfully conduct studios and achieve 
the goals of this unique approach in a socially dis-
tanced manner.

We expect each phase of the process will garner 
its own scientific or discursive manuscript, as well as 
a final overview manuscript. We anticipate involving 
junior investigators and other COBRE researchers 
in these undertakings. The knowledge transfer, 
partnerships, and ideas built from studio engage-
ment will create new networks and communities 
of practice; generate new knowledge, skill sets, and 
interdisciplinary collaborations; provide clearer 
strategic funding priorities and pathways; offer 
research opportunities for junior investigators and 
the community; generate new research approaches; 
and provide an evaluation of the implementation 
and effect of new services and policies.

The proposed project augments Aim 2 of the T2 
Core, which seeks to create a culture of excellence in 
research on opioids and overdose in Rhode Island. 
We believe this 3-year effort, beginning with an 
initial six-month, two-studio undertaking, will rep-
resent an unprecedented community building effort 
in RI due to the transformative potential afforded by 
the studio model. Communities of practice are built 
through opportunities for social learning provided 
by the studio model.

Significance

The current system of care in the US for people 
with substance use disorder and addiction has been 
cobbled together in response to a string of emergen-
cies, resulting in a system that is fragile and unable 
to adapt quickly as science reveals new best prac-
tices and as the crisis itself evolves. COVID-19 is 
the latest in a series of crises that have disrupted 
the landscape of care. The consequences have been 
particularly dire for people with substance use dis-
order, cutting people off from their communities and 
support systems, disrupting treatment, and limiting 
hospital access.

Prior to the WHO declaration of the COVID-19 
pandemic on March 11, 2020, overdose mortality 
numbers in Rhode Island were already on the rise 
(riv.gov, 2020), suggesting that the existing system 
and approach to caring for those who use drugs 
were flawed and that a different approach was war-
ranted. In the urgent need to respond to the latest 
iteration of the immediate crisis, there has been, 
yet again, little time to pause and think creatively 
or strategically.

Because drug use is stigmatized and criminal-
ized, there is disproportionately limited access to 
essential resources and higher rates of poverty, 
homelessness, underlying health conditions, and 
criminalization experienced by people who use 
drugs (Dunlop et al., 2020; Farhoudian et al., 2020; 
UNODC, 2020). Rhode Island is no different from 
other states in these trends but stands out in its 
resources, capacity, and potential to innovate in 
treatment, intervention, and research for people 
using drugs. It is time to develop a new approach to 
address the failings of the current systems.

The opioid epidemic is connected to economic 
and social inequities. Efforts to improve the systems 
of care will require convening a diverse group of 
people from different parts of the problem space in 
a creative and coordinated process. This includes 
people who use drugs, community members, fam-
ilies, political leaders, care workers, researchers, 
law enforcement, creative practitioners, and others.

 This is a  systemic challenge  that requires a  sys-
temic response .  To redesign the system of care with 
intention, Rhode Island needs a mechanism for sus-
tained systemic learning and adaptation – design 
beyond crisis.

Innovation

The Center for Complexity (CfC) at RISD conducts 
research and develops impact-oriented projects 
addressing complex societal challenges (Rittel & 
Webber, 2016). Operating “at the edge of the inside” 
(Brooks, 2016), CfC team members work as creative 
practitioners in collaboration with front-line pro-
fessionals who provide subject matter expertise. 
The CfC’s unusual position allows it to navigate 
between conceptual and technical questions more 
easily across scales and contexts.

The CfC builds on RISD’s 140+ year commit-
ment to excellence in art and design, continuing 
a tradition of community engagement. This effort 
builds on past engagements with designing for 
healthcare systems, as evidenced by projects such 
as Naloxbox (naloxbox.org, 2020), partnerships with 
Brown’s School of Emergency Medicine, and a com-
munity of RISD alumni working as professionals to 
design products, services, and spaces in health care.

A key benefit of partnering with CfC and RISD 
to lead this process is the ability to access multidisci-
plinary expertise in generating ideas and innovation 
to extend these forums beyond discussion in order 
to identify the core principles and content of care 
for people who use opioids.

Under the pressure of crisis, people tend to fall 
back on outdated ideas or familiar habits and to resist 
major changes, but incremental changes to the cur-
rent system have proven unsuccessful in decreasing 
overdose and death. Therefore, a new approach is 
warranted. As Kees Dorst writes, “when organiza-
tions apply old methods of problem-solving to new 
kinds of problems, they may accomplish only tem-
porary fixes or some ineffectual tinkering around 
the edges. Today’s problems are a new breed — open, 
complex, dynamic, and networked — and require a 
radically different response” (Dorst, 2015).   To rede-
sign the system of care with intention, Rhode Island 
needs a mechanism for sustained systemic learning 
and adaptation – design beyond crisis.

Approach

The Center for Complexity (CfC) at RISD special-
izes in research aimed at the development of highly 
impactful projects addressing complex societal chal-
lenges.  Operating “at the edge of the inside,”  CfC 
members work as creative practitioners whose work 
is informed by their close collaborations with front-
line professionals with subject matter expertise. In 
this space, the CfC can bridge the creative and the 
practical.

CfC team members will contribute their exper-
tise in idea generation and innovative thinking, 
tapping into multidisciplinary expertise to extend 
these forums beyond discussion, resulting in the 
identification of enhanced core principles and con-
tent of care for people who use opioids.

I. CFC & COBRE GRANT PROPOSAL
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benefit to the cobre

The strategic design studio process will further the 
mission of the COBRE in the following ways: 

1. Leading innovation in translating science 
to services and policy.

2. Applying the “studio” as a concept for stra-
tegic design and possibly as intervention 
development for a public health system 
in crisis.

3. Creating new networks and communities 
of practice.

4. Generating new knowledge, new skill sets, 
and interdisciplinary collaborations.

5. Establishing clearer strategic funding pri-
orities and pathways.

6. Increasing research opportunities for 
junior investigators and the community, 
including the development of new research 
design approaches, and evaluating the 
implementation and effect of new services 
and policies. 

7. Promoting a more cohesive and adaptive 
statewide system of care.

Overview of Phases

The strategic design studios are conducted in a 
series of phases (see Figure 1) over the six-month 
timeline. In addition, process evaluation will occur 
alongside and throughout the phases, so that there 
is both accountability and opportunity for repli-
cation. We anticipate (and will confirm with early 
studio attendees) the following design principles 
will guide these phases:

Principles Underpinning the Studios

• A mechanism to diffuse between silos
• Knowledge transfer at the speed of practice
• Shared knowledge creation, not just 

transmission
• Defaults to harm reduction approaches
• Intersectional, anti-stigma, & anti-racist 
• Cross-disciplinary
• Practitioners, researchers, and lived expe-

rience on an equal playing field
• Acting and reflecting
• Bias towards implementation
• Learning through doing
• Always looking to the system
• Enhance what’s already good

Phase 1: Pre studio

The “Before Studios” phase will consist of endeavor 
development, building partnerships, participant 
recruitment, stakeholder interviews, question 
setting, and data collection. Before the studio 
commences, significant time will be invested in 1) 
recruiting and solidifying the team; 2) conducting 
qualitative and quantitative interviews with stake-
holders to surface research questions to be explored 
in studio; 3) recruiting the studio participants; 4) 
conducting desk research and literature reviews to 
inform the studio; 5) developing the studio brief (a 
document that frames the opportunity, describes the 
current state, and identifies a number of dimensions 
relevant to the challenge  (B oyer, Cook,& Steinberg, 
2011); and 6) publishing research material and stra-
tegic artifacts. 

We will work collaboratively with the COBRE 
and other local partners to connect with key stake-
holders (“usual suspects”) and unexpected voices, 
like changemakers working in different problem 
spaces to surface intelligence and new insights that 
will inform the studio.

Objectives will include solidifying the team; 
partnering and building alliances with organiza-
tions; participant recruitment; qualitative interviews 
(engage with key stakeholders to surface research 
questions ---governor’s task force survey here); 
outlining key research questions the studios will 
explore; desk research and literature review; syn-
thesis of material gathered from existing research 
publications, articles, podcasts, and projects; devel-
oping the studio briefs with research questions, 
provocations, challenges, and opportunities; and 
publishing state of the system and imagined futures 
micro publications. 

Governor Gina M. Raimondo’s Overdose 
Prevention and Intervention Task Force

RI Governor Gina M. Raimondo created the Over-
dose Prevention and Intervention Task Force by 
executive order in 2015, with Drs. Rich and Green as 
expert advisors and authors of the first state strategic 
plan. The Task Force continues to meet monthly 
now six years after its inception, with over 150 
members and community attendees. Based on this 
rich resource and the unique role that the COBRE 
leadership have played in its formation, there is an 
opportunity to gather initial input during the pre-
studio phase to support the project advancement. 
Therefore, the Translational and Transformative 
Research Core of the COBRE on Opioids and Over-
dose will conduct an anonymous online survey 
during the Phase 1 (Pre-Studio) period, using the 
Task Force mailing list as the sampling frame for 
the survey administration. The survey will harvest 
suggestions for studio questions, nominations for 
participants, and anonymous feedback on the studio 
topic or related topics in question.  

Building the Cohorts

Building on the framework introduced by Charles 
Leadbeater and Jennie Winhall (Leadbeater, Win-
hall, 2020), the studio cohorts will include the 
following roles:

Conveners : who can bring together the different 
people involved in acting to change a system. They 
might include foundations, national intermediaries, 
innovation labs, or industry bodies.

Commissioners  and enablers: such as political 
leaders, foundation chairs, and investors, who want 
to bring a new system into being.

Insider-Outsiders: people who  are working inside 
the organizations and institutions that are part 
of formal systems to open them up to the new 
approaches that are developing outside them.

Changemakers: they  are the pioneers, the doers who 
break barriers, challenge the existing system, and 
open pathways marking out the territory of the new 
system. Changemakers with a mission to change a 
system often must live a double life: finding a way to 
make their livings in “System Now” while promoting 
the shift to “System Next”.

Experience Experts: we include this group not as 
a separate category but to identify a particular set 
of people who might be members in any of the first 
four. People who have experience using opioids, 
managing addiction, or encountering the systems 
will bring particularly valuable insights to the table. 
We call them out separately only because they are 
all too often consulted too late or not at all.

Incumbents:  key stakeholders already active in the 
system providing care, research, social services, etc.

Recruitment and Retention of Cohort 
Members

The makeup of the studio will be a diverse cohort 
of voices that span different areas of the challenge 
space. Identifying and recruiting participants will 
occur before studios. The CfC has already begun 
compiling this list of potential participants and will 
work collaboratively with the COBRE to complete 
the list. We also anticipate the need to partner with 
certain people and organizations in the challenge 
space to connect us with harder to reach potential 
participants. For past studios, the CfC has recruited 
studio participants in many ways, including targeted 
invitations, interviews, social media outreach, and 
invitations from influential leaders.

During Studios

The “During Studios” phase will involve two design 
studio engagements, a diverse cohort of participants, 
field research and site visits, new knowledge gener-
ation, and the co-creation of proposals.  

The two 5-day studios will engage two diverse 
cohorts of 8-10 participants and 2-3 facilitators. 
During the studios, each cohort will work together 
towards developing a holistic, integrated framework 
for thinking about the challenge and developing 
proposals/interventions. The second studio will 
include some participants from the first studio to 
transfer knowledge into the second studio, as well 
as new participants to bring expanded perspectives 
and build the network. Invited guest speakers, field 
visits, and guest critics will help inform the partici-
pants’ thinking throughout the five days. The work 
will be documented and presented on the final day 
of the studio and extended engagements post studio.

Studio 1 Objectives: addressing the current state of 
the system, defining the challenges and opportunity 
space, sketching desired futures.

Studio 2 Objectives: developing shared principles, 
agenda setting, developing prototypes and proposals.

Sample High-Level Questions for Studio discussion:
• Is the current system of care fit for purpose?
• If not, what should be the 10 design princi-

ples (a set of shared values that establishes 
a framework and guides behaviors and deci-
sion-making) of a future system?

• What are the foundational constructs of the 
current care system?

• What kinds of epistemological errors are at play 
affecting how the system operates?

• Where do conflicting goals disrupt potential 
for success?

• What are the outcomes of a desired future 
system of care for addiction and substance use? 
What is the future of our shared humanity and 
what does this long-term crisis demand of us 
to realize?

Prior to the first studio, we will work with COBRE 
members and qualitative interview respondents to 
refine our questions to ensure comprehension and 
maximize productive discussion.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the CfC has 
adapted methodologies to successfully conduct stu-
dios and achieve the goals of this unique approach 
in a socially distanced manner. Utilizing online soft-
wares such as Howspace and Zoom, the CfC has 
conducted online and remote studios ranging from 
3 days to 3 weeks with members of the Rhode Island 
Arts and Health Network to develop the groundwork 
for a “Center for Arts and Health in Rhode Island”; 
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leadership from the Rhode Island Department of 
Health around problem framing; frontline health-
care workers in Rhode Island to redesign moral 
spaces; and the United Nations Development Pro-
gram. Each of these online studios were tailored 
for the specific challenge at hand and the audience 
in attendance. This includes the incorporation of 
caption technology for those with hearing impair-
ments, and scheduling the studio days and times in 
accordance with the participants work and family 
commitments – acknowledging these real life chal-
lenges. The same flexibility and care will be applied 
to this specific 6 month effort.

Post studio

The “Post Studios” phase consists of critique ses-
sions, synthesizing work, publishing insights, critical 
reviews, and stakeholder feedback. 

The final two months will be spent 1) docu-
menting the work of both studios; 2) synthesizing 
and analyzing the work produced in both studios; 3) 
creating strategic artifacts from the studios; 4) pre-
senting and sharing this work with key stakeholders; 
5) publishing insights and proposals; and 6) evalu-
ating the process and mechanism of studio formats.

By the end of this six-month period, the group 
will have run two studios, generated a series of pro-
posals ranging from developing new products and 
services to proposed changes in policy, education, 
research, and training. The project will also have cre-
ated publication opportunities during the pre-studio 
period and as reflection on the process post-studio. 
A series of feasibility studies, pilot studies, and “big 
idea” studies will emerge from the studios, which 
will lead to leveraging additional funds to support 
their implementation. A report on the studio’s pro-
cess and results will allow the community to adopt 
and expand the model.

Process Evaluation

We will design multiple ways of evaluating the 
process and outcomes. These will include both quan-
titative and qualitative methods. Brief surveys, key 
informant interviews, daily reflections from par-
ticipants and facilitators during the studios, and 
tracking of studio implementation and metrics (ie. 
the diversity of engagement, level of participant 
engagement etc.). An initial set of these evalua-
tion tools will be designed during the development 
period, to evaluate the process as stated above. A 
second set will emerge and be designed during the 
studio in response to the process. We anticipate the 
need to adapt and create new evaluation tools that 
could not have been predetermined or pre designed 
prior to the studio. This will enable a level of flexi-
bility for the team to develop contextually relevant 
tools in response to the emergent process. The eval-
uation tools will be co-created by the T2 Core of 
COBRE and the CfC. 

Potential Problems and Solutions 

We are aware of the challenges of bringing people 
together in this unusual format and in creating the 
conditions to support sustained commitment. We 
anticipate that the barriers will be different from 
person to person, and we will need to be flexible 
and responsive to those barriers. We will also need 
to work with people/organizations in the chal-
lenge space to help solve some of these barriers to 
engagement and to help us connect with certain 
populations. One anticipated barrier is financial. 
We have set aside money in the budget to provide 
support for participation (i.e., child-care etc.) and to 
compensate participants for their time in the studio. 
These practices have resulted in excellent rates of 
engagement and studio completion in our previous 
projects in similar spaces, with the Rhode Island 
Department of Health, Rhode Island Arts and Health 
Network, and frontline healthcare workers in Rhode 
Island, and the UNDP. These recent engagements 
suggests that engaging the right cohort mem-
bers, addressing barriers to participation, and the 
experience of the CfC faculty in facilitating these 
experiences will result in success.

Summary

This endeavor will provide the opportunity to 
introduce different approaches to the opioid, care, 
and addiction space. This six-month endeavor will 
implement, test, and refine this proposed model 
of engagement and will develop a shared under-
standing of what an ongoing program of strategic 
improvement would entail. We are encouraged by 
groundbreaking work in European settings, where 
research guidance has embraced complex design  
(Croot, Duncan, O’Cathain, 2019) approaches like 
this. The T2 Core sees this collaboration with RISD 
as a valuable partner and natural evolution from the 
Hackathon, leading to unique contributions even 
during the challenges upon us during the pandemic. 
During our annual COBRE retreat, our external 
advisory committee (EAC) met with the Center for 
Complexity and learned more about the studios 
concept and are supportive of this novel and unique 
approach applied to opioids and overdose. We share 
the belief with the EAC that this approach will sup-
port the Aims of our COBRE.

Studio 
Day 1

Studio 
Day 2

Studio 
Day 3

Studio 
Day 4

Welcome, 
introductions, 
and setting the
ground work

Building Shared
Understanding

Building Shared
Experience

Guest Speakers, 
discussion, and 
field visits

Depth and 
breadth of 
exploration
deepens as 
time spent in
the challenge 
space increases

Reframing the 
Challenge

Time spent in
studio developing
new proposals

Preparation for 
“Final Review” with 
invited guest critics

Presentations, 
discussions, and 
next steps  

Opening Up
Possibilities

Presenting Proposals
and Next Steps

Studio 
Day 5

Solidify the team (RISD, Students, 
COBRE, Fellows, Investigators etc.)

Partnering and building alliances w/ 
organizations. Participant recruitment.

Qualitative interviews: Engage 
with key stakeholders to surface 
research questions.

Outline key research questions the 
studios will explore. Desk research and 
literature review: synthesis of material 
gathered from existing research (publi-
cations, articles, podcasts, projects). 

Develop the studio briefs (research 
questions, provocations, challenges, 
opportunities).

Publish “state of the system” and 
“imagined futures” micro publications.

Studio Starting Questions
Is the current system of care 
fit for purpose?

If not, what should be the 10 
design principles of a future 
system?

What are the foundational 
constructs of the current care 
system? 

What kinds of epistemological 
errors are at play affecting 
how the system operates?

Where do conflicting goals 
disrupt potential for success?

What are the outcomes of a 
desired future system of care 
for addiction and substance 
use? 

Pre Studio Studios Post Studios

Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6

1

1

2

2

Studio 1 

8-10 participants
2-3 faciltators

8-10 participants
2-3 faciltators

Prepare information
to transfer to studio 2 

21 3 4 5 21 3 4 5

Studio 2

A series of proposals ranging from  
developing new products, testing 
new services, to proposed changes  
in policy, education and training. 

2-3 groups continue the work, 
research and implementation.

2-3 groups join ongoing or new work 
that emerges from the studios.

Develop ‘strategic artifacts’ which in 
turn serve as the basis for further 
design work and systemic  
improvement.

Publish insights and proposals from 
the studios.

Critical review by a panel of experts 
(including people with lived  
experience).

Objectives
- current state of the
   system
- defining the challenges 
   and opportunity space 
- sketching desired 
   futures

Time spent in 
studio critically 
engaging existing 
knowledge and 
creating new
knowledge

Objectives
- developing shared 
   principles
- agenda setting
- developing prototypes 
   and proposals
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II. Preparations for Studio 1 & 2 
Building a Studio Cohort
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Equitable Futures Studio: Opioids, Care & Addiction

What is the future of the opioid crisis? How and when does it end? What
does an "end" look like?

The Center for Complexity (CfC) at RISD would like to invite you to take part in an exciting project that
we are undertaking in collaboration with the COBRE on Opioids and Overdose. With our partners at
COBRE, we will be facilitating a series of system design studios this summer. Your participation in these
studios would be tremendously valuable.

The inspiration for this collaboration is to take some time to step back and look at the “big picture” of
stigma surrounding opioid use in Rhode Island, and how this impacts the ability to provide meaningful
and suitable care.

To achieve this, we want to bring together a diverse group of 8-10 people who are working in and around
the challenge, as well as people outside the space, whose opinions and insights may help us see the issues
with fresh perspectives.

The CfC brings a wealth of experience in designing such engagements and we believe this work will
jumpstart a new kind of dialogue, collaboration, and understanding. This effort will take an integrative,
intersectional approach leading to the development of a transformative roadmap of potential proposals,
interventions, and companion research opportunities.

As you likely have experienced, when we have been working in a space for a long period of time, we can
get stuck in our individual silos of work, with little time to reflect, or connect and coordinate our efforts
with others. The CfC designs what is called a ‘studio approach’ which provides an opportunity for all
participants to work alongside people outside our normal teams and spheres of influence. By breaking
down silos, we believe we can identify new opportunities and develop better approaches for humanely
addressing the complex opioids crisis in the long term.

We ask for a commitment of 16 hours of your time over the summer, and are able to offer an honorarium
for your participation. We are still finalizing the dates and will do our best to accommodate schedules.
The rough dates are:

- The week of EITHER July 12-16 OR July 19-23: two approx. 3-hour sessions (synchronous)
- July 26-August 13: two 1-hour sessions (asynchronous)
- August 16-20: two approx. 3-hour sessions (synchronous)

This effort is important as we believe it offers us a chance to effect transformational change, help Rhode
Islanders, and have lasting impact on the opioid crisis here and beyond our state. We hope you can be
part of it.

Please let us know if you are interested and able to commit to the aforementioned days.
Thank you,
–The Center for Complexity

1

II. Preparations for Studio 1 & 2 
Studio Invite to Participants
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III. Studio 1 & 2 Process 
Studio Brief

Equitable Futures 
Studio: Opioids, 
Care, & Addiction

Studio  
Brief

1

RISD Center for 
Complexity &  
COBRE on Opioids 
and Overdose

A remote, digital session.

This brief was prepared by 

Toban Shadlyn, Justin W. 

Cook, and Tim Maly. 

Informed by collaborative 

work with the COBRE  

T2 team. 

 

Designed by Elaine Lopez. 

Studio 1 & 2

2 RISD Center for Complexity & COBRE on Opioids and Overdose  ·  Studio 1 & 2

What you are about to read is called  
a studio brief. It is a snapshot of our 
thinking that specifies the focus of our 
studio and provides some guiding  
entry points.

There will be two studios running  
simultaneously throughout the months of 
July and August. Each studio will take on 
a different entry point to the challenge. 
 These organize our thinking in the initial 
phases of our work. However, they are 
not rigid constraints. The entry points 
are meant to be challenged, broken apart, 
and built anew. Please hold these frame-
works and entry points loosely as you 
read through the material and we enter 
our studio space together. We invite your 
critical attention to every part of this. 

What needs to be reframed?  
What questions does this bring up? 

Thank you for your willingness to  
embark on this effort with us.

The Center for Complexity, 

Toban Shadlyn 

Justin W. Cook 

Tim Maly

CONTENTS

I      Studio Brief

II    About the Studio

III   Timeline

IV    Community 
Agreement

V     Principles of the 
Design Justice 
Network
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Studio BriefI

What is the future of the opioid crisis? 
How and when does it end?  
What does an “end” look like?

Why now? 
The ground is shifting.
The current system of care in the US for people 
with substance use disorder and addiction has 
been cobbled together in response to a string of 
emergencies, resulting in a system that is fragile 
and unable to adapt quickly, even as science 
reveals new best practices and the crisis itself 
evolves. COVID-19 is the latest in a series of crises 
that have disrupted the landscape of use and care. 
The consequences have been particularly dire 
for people with substance use disorder, cutting 
people off from their communities and support 
systems, disrupting treatment, and limiting 
hospital access. 
2020 saw the highest rates of accidental overdose 
deaths ever to be recorded in Rhode Island1. 
COVID-19 plays a role in this, but when the WHO 
declared the pandemic in March 2020, overdose 
mortality numbers in Rhode Island were already 
on the rise2. With or without the pandemic, the 
existing systems and approaches to caring for 
those who use drugs were flawed and a different 
approach was warranted. In the urgent need to 
respond to the latest iteration of the ongoing cri-
sis, there has been, yet again, little time to pause 
and imagine creatively or think strategically, 
which are key to designing a better system. 
At the same time, momentum is building for 
implementing radically different approaches. 
We write this on July 8. The act enabling a safe 
injection site pilot program in Rhode Island was 
signed into law yesterday. A $4.5 billion deal 
between certain states and Purdue Pharma was 
reached overnight. 
Things are changing and we have a chance to 
shape those changes with a view to the long term.
Rhode Island stands out in its resources, capacity, 
and potential to innovate in treatment, intervention, and 

research for people using drugs. It is time to de-
velop a new approach to address the limitations 
and failings of the current systems. 

Why a systemic approach?
Opioids aren’t going anywhere. Nor are the 
biological mechanisms that make them effective 
on people or that make it possible for people to 
develop an addiction. 
If success cannot be defined as the eradication 
of addiction, or the continuous imprisonment of 
increasing numbers of people, what might it look 
like? If we eliminate the language around curing 
and incarcerating, how can we reframe our 
thinking and redesign our systems, together?
 This is a  systemic challenge  that requires a  
systemic response .  To redesign the system of care 
with intention, Rhode Island needs a mechanism 
for sustained systemic learning and adaptation—
designing beyond crisis.

1. G. Wayne Miller. Accidental drug overdose deaths in RI 

reached record high last year. Providence Journal. April 

2021.  https://www.providencejournal.com/story/news/

healthcare/2021/04/14/drug-overdose-deaths-ri-reached-

record-high-2020/7219034002/ 

2. Rhode Island Department of Health. Press Release. June 

2020. https://www.ri.gov/press/view/38665 
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Studio 1: People Studio

The People Studio will explore the following 

questions: The current system harms everyone 

involved, so how should it change?

In a future system that does not harm those within 

it, “measured not just by the absence of patterns of 

harm, distrust, and isolation, but by the presence of 

healing and healthy interdependence,”3 how would 

care be provided? What are the pathways toward 

this future system of care?

Every system is made of interrelations and 

interactions that play out at different scales. 

These questions ask us to consider the human 

actions, relationships, and dynamics in the 

system. This inquiry must include the patient/

care provider dyad. But we will also consider the 

role of those individuals and organizations that 

surround this core functional unit of the system. 

What human activities in the system cause harm? 

What kinds of harm are being perpetuated? What 

actions prevent harm? What heals harms? What 

is missing? 

Harm itself is a term unequal to the nuance and 

variety of actions that lead to or result in some 

form of suffering. The People Studio will need to 

establish a shared understanding and definition 

of harm, or replace the term altogether.

We chose this question because we want to 

disrupt the ‘us and them’ mental model that 

shapes so much of how people understand 

addiction and the opioid crisis. Though the type 

and scale of harm is not evenly distributed, it 

seems impossible to be active in the opioid crisis 

and remain unscathed. There is no clean division 

between victim and caregiver. Many who are 

harmed find themselves perpetrating harm, 

just to make it through the day. Many who are 

understood as victims find themselves in the role 

of caregivers.

Our expectation is that by focusing on people and 

the harm they experience, we can dissolve the ‘us 

and them’ construct that shapes how we under-

stand and operate on the crisis, and respond in 

both helpful and unhelpful ways to the universal 

human experience of addiction. 

We want to actively resist sorting people 

into cohorts that are reflections of the power 

dynamics and stigmas that reinforce a harmful 

system. Those people are the PWUD. These people 

are the caregivers, researchers, law enforcement, or 

policy makers. This framing language reinforces 

the cognitive bias that one group is subordinate.

The People Studio will  pursue the question of 

how we can reduce harm for everyone involved.

People Studio framing questions 

Who is influencing how the system works?  

Who has real power to do so? 

Who benefits from how the system currently 

works and what interests do they have in the 

system (in the status quo)? 

Who is harmed from how the system currently 

works? What kinds of harms are being inflicted, 

and how should this change? 

How do we promote and build safe, positive 

connections?

What can be done to ensure care provider  

wellbeing?

How can we enable caregivers to be better  

caregivers for PWUD?

What kinds of healing practices/professionals  

do we need?

How do we move towards people’s right to  

experience pleasure / euphoria / satisfaction /  

a good quality of life?

participants

Jeffrey Bratberg  

Clinical Professor  

of Pharmacology,  

University of Rhode Island 

Michelle DeOrsey 

Senior Research Assistant, 

Lifespan

Leigh Hubbard 

Nurse Manager,  

Open Door Health

Laurie MacDougall 

Executive Director,  

REST (Resources, Education, 

Support, Together)

Tyrone Mckinney 

HIV Case Manager,  

Project Weber Renew, Inc.

Sentator Josh Miller 

RI State Senator,  

State of Rhode Island 

Lisa Peterson  

Chief Operating Officer, 

VICTA  

Susan Ramsey 

Associate Professor  

(Research) Departments  

of Psychiatry & Human  

Behavior & Medicine,  

Brown University

AJ Yolken  

Data Analyst, 
Project Weber Renew

day 1 

Tuesday, July 13 

9 AM - 12 PM ET  

 

day 2  

Tuesday, July 13 

 9 AM - 12 PM ET

3. adrienne maree brown. We Will Not Cancel Us: And Other 

Dreams of Transformative Justice. AK Press. 2020.
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The Substance Studio will explore the following 
question:  
 
How should we best manage the inherent tox-
icity of substances? The dose makes the poison, 
so how can we increase safety for people who use 
drugs? What does safety look like and for whom? If 
substances will always exist in society, what kind of 
relationship do we want to have with them? 

“All things are poison, and nothing is without 
poison, the dosage alone makes it so a thing is not 
a poison.”  

—Paracelsus 
 
This studio begins with a focus on the substances 
themselves, in particular the most dangerous 
that are sickening and killing people. We want to 
explore with clear eyes the bicameral dilemma 
of drugs that because of their potency, provide 
an experience unlike anything else but also carry 
with them significant risks. In other arenas, 
society has found ways to manage dangerous 
materials, such as the manufacture, transport and 
use of hazardous materials. But not so with drugs 
because of their stigma. And yet, as Nick Gillespie 
said, “Far from our drugs controlling us, by and 
large we control our drugs; as with alcohol, the 
primary motivation is to enjoy ourselves, not 
to destroy ourselves ... There is such a thing as 
responsible drug use, and it is the norm, not the 
exception.” 
 
If we can escape the gravitational pull of 
stigma and judgement that have adhered to the 
people using drugs and look at the substances 
themselves—the role and impacts they have on 
the system—what might we see? Opioids are 
potent and dangerous substances. Taking them 
is inherently risky, but they are far from the only 
risky substance that people ingest. The challenge, 
then, is in thoughtfully and equitably managing 
that risk. 
 
This inquiry must include the question of the 
supply itself. There is a chain of exchange from 
production to distribution to use to an adverse 
outcome. But we will also consider the role 

of those individuals and organizations that 
surround this core functional unit of the system. 
What activities in the system bring about safety? 
What actions prevent safety? What enhances 
safety? What kinds of safety are missing? When 
do different kinds of safety conflict? 
 
Given the current rates of overdose, it’s difficult 
to argue that the present policies and practices 
of prohibition and interdiction are succeeding. 
Where might we intervene to protect people or 
help them protect themselves? What scale would 
we want to work at? Who should intervene?

Substance Studio Framing Questions 
 
How do we enhance personal freedom and 
choice while managing risks? 
 
What are the different narratives surrounding 
substances? How are these flawed? Harmful? 
Productive?  
 
What kinds of narratives around substances do 
we need and why?  
 
What types of risk are acceptable, and for whom, 
to take on when it comes to opioids circulating  
in society? 
 
What should be done with the toxic drug supply 
circulating across cities throughout the US  
(fentanyl, carfentanil etc.)?  
 
What kinds of support and safety mechanisms 
need to be in place along the supply chain  
of substances (extraction, production,  
distribution, use)?  
 
What are some of the unintended consequences 
to consider as our relationship to substances 
continues to evolve? 

Studio 2: Substance Studio

participants
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Vice President of Regulatory 
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Unite Us
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Director, 

Project Weber Renew
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Postdoctoral Fellow,  
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Brown University
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Member,  
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Dr. Mike Fine 

Speaker on Health Care  
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Director,  
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 9 AM - 12 PM ET
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About the Studio

What is a strategic design studio? 
The strategic design studio is an adaptive process 
that shapes decision-making by helping leaders 
perceive complex problems from a big picture 
standpoint.  The term “strategic” refers to the 
making of well-informed decisions, while the 
word “design” describes a way of thinking 
and method for making decisions in a time of 
ambiguity.4

The approach is uncharacteristic of usual linear 
thinking and enables decision-makers to better 
understand the context and culture surrounding 
the populations they serve. We work by 
incorporating a range of expertise, re-evaluating 
how problems are traditionally perceived and 
managed, generating new opportunities, and 
collaboratively developing more robust and 
holistic solutions. Strategic design “redefines 
how problems are approached, identifies 
opportunities for action, and helps deliver more 
complete and resilient interventions.”5 

Participation Information
·  This will be a fully remote/digital studio facili-
tated by the Center for Complexity team at the 
Rhode Island School of Design. You will need a 
computer and high-speed internet connection. 
Headsets are highly recommended, as are good 
lighting conditions (we like to see each other).

·  The studio will entail a commitment of 16 
hours total. ~12 hours of online synchronous 
teamwork, and ~4 hours of asynchronous work.  

· Full participation to all sessions is expected.
·  $500 honorarium can be provided (we will need 
to be provided with an address or bank account).   

· The session language will be in English.
·  We will use Miro (an online collaborative 
whiteboard). 

·  While this is a digital studio, we will still need to 
write and sketch. So bring something to write on 
(preferably blank, loose leaf paper) and a variety 
of writing/drawing utensils.

·  Be fully available during the studio session, 
meaning you won’t have time to work in parallel.

·  Preparation work will include some readings 
and completion of a survey.

 
Key Dimensions

II

These are some, but most certainly not an exhaus-
tive list, of the key dimensions of the challenge 
that we will contend with in the studio.
· Stigma & Its Consequences 
· Racist Outcomes 
· A Criminalized System 
· Moral Judgement  
· How Evidence is Collected & Used 
 
 
What are we working towards?
To spur discussion, we’d like to offer our first 
pass at describing the kind of system and future 
we envision working towards. This is a sacrificial 
provocation that we encourage the studio to 
modify, break apart, and rebuild anew. 
A system that is:  
· Decriminalized  
· Restorative and healing  
· Equitable  
· Resilient 
· Self-sustaining 
· Collectively responsible

some useful links  

 

A short video about  

Design Studios: https://

vimeo.com/261306108 

A book about Strategic 

Design & Studios: In Studio: 

Recipes for Systemic Change 

by Justin W. Cook, Bryan 

Boyer, and Marco Steinberg. 

A short piece titled  

Recovery Needs its Stonewall 

written by Jon Soske for the 

Center for Complexity 2021 

symposium. https://carry-

forward.xyz/Jon-Soske

4. Bryan Boyer. Helsinki design lab ten years later. She Ji: The 

Journal of Design, Economics, and Innovation. 2020;6(3):279-

300. doi:10.1016/j.sheji.2020.07.001

5. What is strategic design? Helsinki Design Lab. http://www.

helsinkidesignlab.org/pages/what-is-strategic-design.html.
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To ensure the most meaningful engage-
ment, it is important that we establish 
and agree upon ways we want to work  
together in our studio. The following 
ideas have been an effective guide to how 
we show up in our space together and 
what we expect each of us to hold  
ourselves accountable to. Please read 
these prior to our first session together. 
We will spend some time going through 
these co-editing and co-creating them. 

Honor multiple perspectives
We respect that other people’s experiences might 
be different from our own. We seek to engage 
with difference from a place of curiosity. This 
is a strength. We want to create the space for 
productive disagreement, contradictions, and 
challenging of our own assumptions and biases. 
This means creating a space where there isn’t 
total agreement or commonality. We will want 
to surface disagreement, probe for clarity, and 
look for gaps. We will approach disagreement 
with curiosity directly, rather than acquiesce to 
maintain peace. Remember, “All polishing is done 
by friction.” –Mary Parker Follett.

Psychological safety 
How we work together is just as important as 
the work itself. We want to create a safe space 

to collaborate and learn together. This means 
building trust and allowing each other to be 
comfortable being themselves without the fear of 
embarrassment, rejection or punishment. This 
will take time to build towards, but we ask that 
we start building this from day one. 

Our Community AgreementIV
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Hierarchy is not a useful construct in a studio
Hierarchy has no place in studio. Ideas are what 
matter. We will work towards breaking down 
silos and hierarchy to engage in productive 
collaboration.

Be curious and ask questions 
The value of our unique voices is that each of us 
see the world and operate in the world in our 
own distinct way. We invite all of us to bias our-
selves towards curiosity and ask questions over 
certainty and conclusions. We want to open up 
space to entertain ways of thinking that conflict 
with—or even contradict—our own. We ask that 
you practice epistemic humility—awareness of 
the limits of one’s own knowledge.

Balance the important and the urgent
Oftentimes the urgent, more pressing challenges, 
get our attention while the important ones get 
pushed to the back burner. But it is also true that 
these are one and the same: the urgent matters 
are important and the important matters are ur-
gent. Holding these two in tension and not letting 
either fall to the wayside is our task at hand.

Bring patience to the session 
You may experience frustration throughout this 
journey. Acknowledge it, be patient with it, and 
know that it is part of the process. The studios 
are a learning zone, not a comfort zone. 
 
Bring your full humanity 
We all have our own expertise to bring to this. 
We believe ‘expertise’ is not synonymous with 

‘credentialled’. We are all community members, 
we are all humans, we are more than just our 
positions and job titles. Bring your full self into 
these studio sessions. The collective expertise 
and experience is our largest asset.

Chatham House Rules 
The Chatham House Rule is used around the 

world to encourage inclusive and open dialogue 
in meetings. “When a meeting, or part thereof, 
is held under the Chatham House Rule, partic-
ipants are free to use the information received, 
but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the 
speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may 
be revealed.”* 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/about-us/
chatham-house-rule

Learning through doing
“We learn best when we try things. Not knowing 
is not the thing that you’re trying to bypass, get 
past or avoid, it’s actually the thing that you’re 
actively seeking out, the provocation, the kind of 
momentum or impetus for the process.” 

—Emma Cocker 
 
 
Prepare to write/draw more than you speak.
Talk is cheap and verbal language can oftentimes 
be a barrier. Writing our thoughts down or 
sketching them out enables us to share informa-
tion and ideas in an open and accessible way. 
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The Center for Complexity is a member 
of the Design Justice Network. We strive 
to uphold the principles of the network in 
all our work.

Design mediates so much of our realities and has 
tremendous impact on our lives, yet very few of 
us participate in design processes. In particular, 
the people who are most adversely affected by 
design decisions—about visual culture, new 
technologies, the planning of our communities, 
or the structure of our political and economic 
systems—tend to have the least influence on those 
decisions and how they are made.
Design justice rethinks design processes, centers 
people who are normally marginalized by design, 
and uses collaborative, creative practices to 
address the deepest challenges our communities 
face.
principle 1 
We use design to sustain, heal, and empower 
our communities, as well as to seek liberation 
from exploitative and oppressive systems.
principle 2 
We center the voices of those who are directly 
impacted by the outcomes of the design 
process.
principle 3 
We prioritize design’s impact on the  
community over the intentions of the designer.
principle 4 
We view change as emergent from an account-
able, accessible, and collaborative process, 
rather than as a point at the end of a process.*

principle 5  
We see the role of the designer as a facilitator 
rather than an expert.
principle 6 

We believe that everyone is an expert based on their 
own lived experience, and that we all have 
unique and brilliant contributions to bring to a 
design process.
principle 7 
We share design knowledge and tools with our 
communities.
principle 8 
We work towards sustainable, community-led 
and -controlled outcomes.
principle 9 
We work towards non-exploitative solutions 
that reconnect us to the earth and to each other.
principle 10 
Before seeking new design solutions, we look for 
what is already working at the community level. 
We honor and uplift traditional, indigenous, and 
local knowledge and practices.

The Principles of the  
Design Justice Network

V

*  This principle was inspired by and adapted from  

https://www.alliedmedia.org/about/network-principles.
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III. Studio  
1 & 2 Process 

Background of 
the Equitable 
Futures Studio

In July 2020, the RISD Center for Complexity 

and the COBRE on Opioids and Overdose entered 

a conversation about a collaboration to create 

a mechanism in Rhode Island for knowledge 

creation and systems change around the opioid 

epidemic. In March 2021, with support from the 

NIH, we initiated a 6-month strategic design pro-

cess to see what could be achieved by introducing 

a strategic design approach to the problem space 

and bringing together a diverse group of people to 

think differently about the challenge of opioids, 

care, and addiction in Rhode Island.

The primary mechanism of collaborative effort 

is our engagement with you. Our aim is to have 

these studios generate a series of proposals 

ranging from developing new products and 

services to proposed changes in policy, education, 

research, and training.

The final two months will be spent 1) document-

ing the work of both studios; 2) synthesizing and 

analyzing the work produced in both studios; 3) 

creating strategic artifacts from the studios; 4) 

presenting and sharing this work with key stake-

holders; 5) publishing insights and proposals; 

and 6) evaluating the process and mechanism of 

studio formats.

Our working guidelines

· A mechanism to diffuse between silos

· Knowledge transfer at the speed of practice

·  Shared knowledge creation, not just  

transmission

· Defaults to harm reduction approaches

· Intersectional, anti-stigma, & anti-racist

· Cross-disciplinary

·  Practitioners, researchers, and lived  

experience on an equal playing field

· Acting and reflecting

· Bias towards implementation

· Learning through doing

· Always looking to the system

· Enhance what’s already good
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III. Studio 1 & 2 Process
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About the Center for Complexity (CfC)

The Center for Complexity (CfC) at Rhode Island 
School of Design (RISD) is purpose-built for an era 
of systemic transformation. The CfC is a platform 
for project-based collaboration and innovation, 
founded to benefit a diverse range of external part-
ners, scholars, and the RISD community. 

With a focus on systems and addressing complex 
societal challenges, the CfC work as creative practi-
tioners in collaboration with front-line professionals 
who provide subject matter expertise. Building on 
RISD’s 140+ year commitment to excellence in art and 
design, the CfC applies design processes and creative 
skill sets to navigate between conceptual and tech-
nical questions more easily across scales and contexts. 

The CfC’s work is guided by the idea that in 
order to work within complexity, we must create 
new knowledge by ordering information according 
to the task at hand, not according to logics of the past.

About Center of Biomedical Research 
Excellence (COBRE) on Opioids and Overdose 

The Center of Biomedical Research Excellence 
(COBRE) on Opioids and Overdose, based at the 
Rhode Island Hospital, is the first center of its kind 
aimed to collaboratively address the opioid epidemic. 
This COBRE is a vibrant, interdisciplinary center 
that supports research essential to understanding 
the mechanisms underlying opioid use disorder and 
developing innovative solutions. A main objective 
of the NIH-Funded COBRE initiative is to support 
the development of junior investigators into inde-
pendently funded investigators, and to develop a 
critical mass of investigators competitive for peer-re-
viewed external research funding.
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